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1 EBQczEPLEGS 

2 DR. SMALLWOOD: Good morning. Welcome to the 68th 

3 Meeting of the Blood Products Advisory Committee. I am 

4 Linda Smallwood, the Executive Secretary. At this time, I 

5 will read the conflict of interest statement that applies to 

6 bc )th days of this meeting. 

7 II 

8 

9 

10 

PI 

ir 

11 

Statement of Conflict of Interest 

The following announcement is made part of the 

lblic record to preclude the appearance of a conflict of 

lterest at this meeting. Pursuant to the authority granted 

lder the Committee Charter, the Director of FDA's Center 

12 

13 

UI 

fc 

MI 

or Biologics Evaluation and Research has appointed Dr. Paul 

zCurdy as a temporary voting member. 

14 To determine if any conflicts of interest existed, 

15 

16 

t 

f 

15 

1E 

IS 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2, 

2 

he /agency reviewed the submitted agenda and all relevant 

inancial interests reported by the meeting participants. 

.s a result of this review, the following disclosures are I A 

I b icing made. I I 

In accordance with Title 18, United States Code 

108, Dr. Kenrad Nelson has been granted a waiver which 

jermits him to participate fully in the committee 

1iscussions. In addition, Dr. Raymond Koff has been granted 

i limited waiver for the discussion on NAT for hepatitis C 

Ind HIV and the discussion on blood bags for diversion of 

initial collection. This waiver will permit him to 
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1 

2 

%, 6 

Pa rticipate in the discussions of these two.topics but not 

VC )te. 
c 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

The following participants have associations with 

fi irms that could be affected by the committee discussions: 

DI rs . Boyle, Chamberland, Fitzpatrick, Kagan, Knowles, 

L.: inden, Macik, Schmidt, Simon and McCurdy. However, in 

ac ccbrdance with our statutes, it has been determined that a 
. 

Wi aiver and appearance determination or an exclusion is not 

W, arranted for these deliberations. 

With regards to FDA's invited guests, the agency 

h as determined that the services of these guests are 

e ssential. There are reported interests which are being 

m ,ade public to allow meeting participants to objectively 

e :valuate any presentation and/or comments made by the 

F barticipants. 

Dr. Michael Busch is employed by the Blood Centers 

17 

18 

I C If NAT, a contract with NHLBI involving NAT assays and a 

19 

20 

21 

2; 

2: 

24 

2E 

C )f the Pacific. He receives speaking fees from Chiron, 

F <o&e and Gen-Prqbe. Dr. Busch has a contract with Chiron 

i ind Gen-Probe for laboratory work supporting clinical trials 

Jrant with Roche to develop KPCR assays. Dr. Busch worked, I 

tiith Alpha, The American Cross, Chiron, Gen-Probe, Roche, 

The American Blood Cent L rs, Bayer and Aventis in the 

evaluation of NAT testing issues. 

Dr. Jed Gorlin is employed by the Minneapolis 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1E 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

23 

24 

25 

ood Center. Dr. Monica Parise is employed by CDC. She 

'llaborated on a scientific publication with an employee of 

Le Community Blood Center of Greater Kansas City involving 

S. malaria surveillance data. 

Dr. Susan Stramer is employed by the American Red 

FOSS. The American Red Cross uses Gen-Probe products 

istributed by Chiron for NAT screening. Mr. David Wright 

2s a financial interest in a firm that could be affected by 

le.discussions. 

In the event that the discussions involve other 

roducts or firms not already on the agenda for which FDA's 

articipants have a financial interest, the participants are 

ware of the need to exclude themselves from such 

nvolvement and their exclusion will be noted for the public 

,ecord. 

With respect to all other meeting participants, we 

sk, in the interest of fairness, that you state your name, 

Affiliation and address any current or previous financial 

nvolvement with any firm whose products you wish to comment 

lpon. 

Copies of waivers addressed in this announcement 

sre available by written request under the Freedom of 

Information Act. 

Are there any declarations that anyone would 

desire to make, committee members, anything that may have 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

li 

1E 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

28 

2 

been omitted? 

Hearing none, at this time, I would like to 

ntroduce to you the members of the Blood Products Advisory 

lommittee. 

First, I would like to introduce the new committee 

lairman, Dr. Kenrad Nelson, who is from the Johns Hopkins 

liversity School of Public Health. Soqe of you may know 

nat Dr. Nelson previously served with the Blood Products 

dvisory Committee, and we are glad to welcome him today. 

We also have the addition of a new member, Dr. 

ayrnond Koff, from the University of Massachusetts. Dr. 

off is an expert in hepatic diseases and infectious 

iseases. 

We also have the extension of our member, Dr. 

.eanne Linden. Dr. Linden, raise your hand. Thank you. 

The other members I will introduce starting on my 

-ight, going around the table. Dr. Toby Simon, Dr. Paul 

Zchmidt, Dr. SherFi Stuver, Dr. David Stroncek, Dr. Gail 

lacik, Dr. John Boyle, Dr. Mary Chamberland, Dr. 

Titzpatrick, Dr. Richard Kagan, Dr. Marion Koerper, Dr. Mark 

ditchell, Mr. Terry Rice, Ms. Kathy Knowles, Dr. Paul 

dccurdy. 

Absent for this meeting are Dr. Norig Ellison and 

Dr. Daniel McGee. 

As you may notice, we have a full agenda for this 
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1: 

21 

2: 

22 

23 

24 

25 

rning. We would ask that all the participants and 

eakers please adhere to'the instructions coming from your 

airman. I know he is going to be very intent on getting 

through this meeting. 

At this time, I would like to turn over the 

,oceedings of the meeting to the chairman, Dr. Kenrad 

!lson. 

Thank you. 

Welcome and Opening Remarks 

DR. NELSON: Thank you, Dr. Smallwood.' 

It is a pleasure to be back with the committee. 

hink this is an important committee and it has been of 

nterest to me as a non-blood banker to learn from the 

resenters and the other members of the committee. 

The first topic today is comparative sensitivity 

I 

If hepatitis B NAT and hepatitis B surface antigen including 

ncreased sensitivity of new surface antigen kits or 

Teagents. 1 

The first speaker will be Dr. Ed Tabor from the 

PDA. 

Comparative Sensitivity of HBV NAT vs. HBsAg 

Introduction and Background 

Edward Tabor, M.D. IOD, OBRR 

DR. TABOR: Good morning. In the first half of 

the 197Os, the blood and plasma communities moved quickly 
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1 

2 

3 

rom having no licensed screening tests to detect hepatitis 

virus to having highly sensitive radioimmunoassays that 

3re licensed and whose use was required. 

4 These radioimmunoassays were about as sensitive as 

5 

6 

any of today's enzyme immunoassays. Everyone was really 

leased to have eliminated 90 percent of the cases of post- 

7 

8 

ransfusion hepatitis. Most of the remaining 10 percent 

ere not due to hepatitis B virus. 

9 The dramatic elimination of most HBV cases made it 

10 ossible for most people to accept the fact that the new 

11 ethnology, in other words, the radioimmunoassay, just could 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

tot eliminate 100 percent of HBV cases. For instance, as of 

.996 to 1998, a much later date, it was estimated that 1 in 

;3,OOO volunteer whole blood donations that were negative 

ior HBsAG and anti-HBC would still transmit hepatitis B 

rirus to the recipient'due to the presence of undetected 

17 

1E 

15 

2c 

23 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

1BV. 

The pre,valence of infectious HBV in paid plasma 

donations that were negative for HBsAg was estimated at that 

Lime to be 1 in 18,000. These, however, would not transmit 

HBV because the plasma is used to make products that are now 

subjected to procedures to remove and inactivate HBV. 

In the late 198Os, polymerase chain reaction 

assays were developed. By the late 199Os, the concept of 

performing these and other nucleic acid amplification tests, 
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I- 1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

24 

2E 

0 NAT, on many pools of blood or plasma was developed. 

T lis made it practical to screen blood and plasma despite 

t le fact that NAT methods were still inherently labor 

i ltensive and expensive. 

Minipool NAT for hepatitis C virus and for human 

nmunodeficiency virus, type 1, were being conducted under 

lvestigational exemptions or INDs on virtually all units of 

Lasma collected in the United States and on greater than 95 

ercent of units of whole blood by the end of 1999. 

Although initial efforts to implement NAT 

creening had focused on screening for HCV and HIV, pressure 

o begin NAT screening for HBV had been growing due to 

nterest in HBV NAT screening.in other countries. 

For instance, Japan had been requiring HBV NAT 

creening of whole blood donations since October 1999. . 

iovernment and industry in both Japan and Germany had 

expressed interest in screening plasma including plasma 

.mported from the, United States by HBV NAT. 

Preliminary testing showed that the rate of 

detection of HBV by NAT screening of minipools was higher 

:han expected with detection of HBV DNA in minipools of 

3BsAg-negative source plasma, reported at an FDA workshop in 

lecember 1999, at 11 of 43,000 donations in one study and 56 

of 3 million donations in another study. 

At that December 1999 workshop, one of the 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

zientists present suggested that the newer, more sensitive 

3sAg tests, when applied to individual donations, might 
i 

rovide screening sensitivity equivalent to HBV NAT on 

inipools or possibly even more sensitive screening than 

nat provided by minipool NAT testing. 

At the present time, all licensed screening tests 

or'HBsAg are required to detect samples with a designated 

inimum concentration of HBsAg in the FDA lot release panel 

repared and maintained by the Center for Biologics 

valuation and Research. 

The cutoff for that panel represents so-called 

hird-generation sensitivity and it was set based on the 

ensitivity of the available technology some years ago, a 

eve1 of sensitivity that has continued to be appropriate to 

urrent technology up until now. 

Minipool NAT screening for HBV would'have to be 

Tery sensitive to be useful if the more'sensitive HBsAg 

:ests were used. I In addition, of course, if the cutoff for 

lassing the lot release panel were set at a more sensitive 

Level, it would force all manufacturers to achieve the same 

Level of sensitivity in their HBsAg tests as found in the 

lewer tests if they wanted to continue to‘be permitted to 

narket their tests. 

Several HBsAg screening tests that either have 

been licensed recently or in the advanced stages of review 
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19 

20 
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24 

2: 

)r licensure are so sensitive that only donations 

lntaining fewer than 1,000 HBV DNA copies per mL or perhaps 

Jen fewer copies would fail to be detected. In fact, these 

ests are at least one order of magnitude more sensitive 

han the other licensed HBsAg tests. Obviously, the new 
I 

ests exceed the sensitivity required to pass the lot 

elease panel. 

By calculatlion, these tests are as sensitive as an 
1 

BV NAT conducted on ia minipool.in which the minipool was as 
/ I 

mall as 20 samples $f the NAT had sensitivity at a level of 
1 

0 copies per ml. In fact, HBV NAT sensitivity as low as 10 

copies of HBV DNA per mL has been reported. . 

Calculations like these, as well as other modeling 
t 

strategies, can be used to evaluate the relative 

sensitivities of HBV NAT done in minipools and HBsAg tests 

lone on single donor samples, however, definitive data on 

zhe relative sensitivity of the two systems would require a 

lead-to-head comp,ari i; on in evaluating the same samples with 
1 

2ach. 1 
I 

We have de/signed and conducted such a,study. A ' 

coded panel was created consisting of 128 samples. These 

consisted of 100 serial plasma samples from among 10 

commercially available seroconversion panels, in other 

words, from 10 patients. The remaining 28 samples consisted 

of control samples from the FDA lot release panel, also 

MILLER REPORTING COMPANY, INC. 
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.lutions of the WHO HBV DNA international reference 

2 :andard and others. 

3 All seroconversion panel samples and controls were 

4 ialed in identical containers, interspersed and coded. 

5 3me duplicates were included to test assay consistency. 

6 even HBsAg test methods were done on the coded panel, all 

7 icensed tests or pending licensure. 

8 HBsAg tests were done by the FDA lot release 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

9 aboratory whose staff and director had no knowledge of the 

ode. Samples were tested by NAT on minipools by two plasma 

ractionaters and two manufacturers involved in the 

ollection and processing of whole blood and its components, 

:ach according to a procedure in their IND for the creation 

If minipools and testing. 

15 Since these NAT methods are all procedures that 

16 

17 

ia 

12 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

2L 

2: 

Ire currently under INDs, >they may or may not be identical 

:o the procedures that become licensed in the future. 

I would, like to acknowledge the contributions.of 

-he follow individuals to the design phase of this study. 

It has been a pleasure to work with them, These are Dr. 

Yichael Busch, Dr. Robin Biswas, Dr. Chu-Chieh Hsia, Mr. 

Jimmy Kim, Dr. Peter Lauchenbruch, Dr. Charles Roberts, Dr. 

Paul McCurdy, Dr. George Nemo, and Dr. Indira Hewlett. 

Dr. Busch is going speak on another aspect of this 

study and following that, Dr. Biswas will present a 
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yeliminary analysis of the results from the laboratory 

lrtions of the study. 

DR. NELSON: The next speaker is Dr. Michael Busch 

Torn Blood Centers of the Pacific. 

Ikchael P. Busch, M.D., Ph.D. 

DR. BUSCH: Thanks, Ken, and thanks. 

[Slide. 1 

What I am going to do is to sort, of introduce our 

nderstanding of HBV infection by presenting data that was 

ctually presented at last year's AABB meeting on the 

ynamics of HBV viremia in the pre-surface antigen phase. 

This analysis, as you will see, is focused on 23 

'eroconversion panels from Alpha that were the basis for the 

selection of the 10 panels that Ed alluded to. Actually, I 

.hink the second presentation will be by Sue Stramer who 

rill present a similar, but a different panel set in a 

slightly different modeling strategy. What Robin will 

lresent later -is the actual empirical direct analysis of the * 

zurrently available surface antigen and NAT sys-terns on the 

panels. 

[Slide. 1 

This study was conducted under the context of what 

tie call the NAT Study Group, which is a collaborative 

program that includes the major blood organizations. It is 

coordinated through the REDDS program with NHLBI support. 
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1 

2 

3 

It 

ir 

ma 

involves liaisons from FDA and CDC, and then a number of 

4 

ldustry collaborators including the major NAT 

tnufacturers, as well as a number of the plasma 

inufacturers and testers related to the plasma industry. 

5 [Slide.] 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1E 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2d 

2 

NOW, with respect to,HBV NAT, as summarized by Ed, 

nere is interest in introducing HBV NAT coming both from 

he plasma industry, where there is a mandate to introduce 

BV NAT in order to derive recovered plasma that can be 

urther fractionated. 

In addition, we have over the last several years 

een several European and Japanese have, introduced HBV NAT 

or whole blood screening, so there is a precedent out there 

hat is clearly driving the U.S. to consider incorporating 

:BV into regular blood donation screening. 

Now, the issue of how much will derive from 

.ntroducing HBV NAT or the yield is related to obviously the 

sensitivity of the surface antigen tests and whether or not t 

)ne is doing anticore screening. In the U.S., in the whole 

llood sector, we screen with anticore, and therefore/the 

entire benefit of NAT will be at the front end window phase, 

-he pre-surface antigen period. 

In other countries, for example, throughout 

Zurope, anticore screening is not routine. Likewise, in the 

3.S. source plasma industry, it is not performed, and 
! 
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1 t 

2 

:herefore, a significant yield of HBV NAT is actually in 

lersons who are chronic carriers in whom the surface antigen 

3 

F 

1 

4 

5 

w 

ar 

6 

-evels have declined below detectable levels, but those 

:ople in the whole blood sector here are detected by 

tticore, so this is not an issue. 

‘SO, again, our focus here really is the front end 

7 wi ndow phase. In that context, the critical predictor or 

8 :terminant of yield, the second critical determinant is the 

9 lcidence rate or the.rate of new infections, how many 

10 

ir 

dc 3nors are actually going through that early pre-surface 

11 aI ntigen viremic phase. 

12 The other parameter in terms of NAT detection is 

13 t: 

14 

15 

P' 

d 

16 

17 

18 

1s 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

he sensitivity of the HBV DNA assay and whether it has 

erformed either on neat samples or on minipools, whi(ch the 

ilution factor of minipools basically reduces the 

ensitivity, but the critical missing piece that we have 

orked up now is the dynamics of HBV ramp-up, and that is 

,hat I am going to show now. 

[Slide. 1 

S 

W 

W 

3 

I 

L t 

2 1 

3 I 

s I 

5 

The objectives of this study were to characterize 

Ihe dynamics of HBV viremia in the.pre-surface antigen 

phase, and then based on the understanding of that ramp-up 

phase, we can derive a model that estimates how much window 

period closure could be obtained by introducing minipool or 

individual donation NAT assays using some preliminary 
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1 ztimates of what the sensitivity of those tests would be 

2 

3 

3lative to, in this study, a single prototype sensitive 

3sAg test. 

4 Once we know the window period closure, we can use 

5 ne incidence data from the REDDS group to estimate the 

6 

7 

8 

ield by just factoring the window closure times the 

ncidence rate. 

[Slide. 1 

9 In this study, we identified 23 plasma donors, 

10 ga in identified by Alpha Therapeutics, who had 

11 eroconverted to HBsAg, and these persons had been 

12 8reviously characterized actually by HBV DNA by Lorraine 

13 

14 

15 

leddada and colleagues at NGI using NGI's both qualitative 

.nd quantitative assays, and we derived estimates for both 

:he frequency of detection, a very low level.viremia, by the 

16 

17 

18 

qualitative testing, what we call the pre-ramp-up phase, 

which I will define, and then we use the quantitative data 

;o estimate the dpubling time for each panel as a composite. 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

24 

2: 

These seroconverters had actually been originally 

detected through their routine screening at the Alpha 

Laboratory by the Genetic System surface antigen test, and 

in the analysis, we actually used the Abbott Prism data 

derived using the European, a previously widely used 

protocol, to estimate S to CO at each donation and 

understand the relationship between surface antigen 
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1 

2 

volution and viral load. 

We assumed that individual 

achieve either 5 or 50 genome equiva 

donation NAT could 

3 .lent per mL, 50 percent 

4 hi .t rates, and that minipool NAT would be running at about 

5 1, 000, essentially a 20-fold dilution of the 50 genome 

6 SE nsitivity assay. 

7 [Slide.] 

8 The analysis was conducted by David Wright, who 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1C 

1: 

l( 

li 

21 

2' 

2 

2 

2 

2 

WC Irks with Westat and is here. This involved what is called 

a bivariate longitudinal regression model, which was used to 

e: stimate the HBV doubling time or the production rate during 

t: he ramp-up phase, as well as could be used to calculate the 

BV concentration at the cutoff level or the lower limit of H: 

d letection of the assay that we were evaluating, again, in 

.his specific study, the Prism HBsAg European protocol. i t 

i 

7 P 

3 f 

3 c 

3 I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Then, we could estimate the pre-surface antigen 

aindow closure based on the doubling time and the assumed 

further reduction in detection by minipool or individual * 

donation NAT, and then again project the yield using the 

ZEDDS incidence of 5.1 per 100,000 person years. 

[Slide.] 

This just illustrates one of these panels, 

actually, a relatively simpler panel. You can see here day 

zero is set as,the day when this particular plasma donor was 

first detected as HBsAg positive based on the test of 
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re 1 cord. What you are looking at here are previous time 

2 

3 

PO 

th 

4 

ints ranging out to minus 37 days, and you are looking in 

.e bars at the HBV DNA load data. This line is the Prism S 

I CO results. tc 

5 

6 tl- 

7 IC 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1E 

1t 

1: 

1t 

11 

21 

2: 

2. 

2 

so, you can see that in this,particular panel, 

lere is a clear log linear ramp-up, log increase in viral 

Iad relative to time during this phase here that precedes 

:tection of surface antigen by about two or three weeks. 

so, it is this kind of data here that a regression 

8 de 

ai .alysis could yield an estimate of the doubling time, and 

t1 

a 

his is what we term the ramp-up phase, but in addition, in 

large number of these panels, prior to the ability to 

;uantify HBV viral load, and during the period where viral 

.oad is clearly increasing over time, you can detect HBV 

)NA. 
\ 

In many of the panels you can intermittently 

letect it, where the viral load is very low, sometimes 

[uantifiable at ltOO copies, sometimes positive, but 

lonquantifiable, and then it will go negative, then 

lositive, and then eventually, you will reach the ramp-up. 

7 d 

3 G 

3 I 

3 E 

1 : 

2 s 

3 : 

24 reproducibly detects it. 

25 [Slide. 1 

;0, we term this the pre-ramp-up phase, this period that in 

some panels extended back a month or more during which one 

intermittently detects very low-level HBV DNA, and 

LU 
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1 This is a graph of the doubling time data for 

2 nese panels, and you can see a splay of curves here 

3 apresenting the increas.ing viral load over time for each of 

4 hese panels, and then the red line represents the 

5 

6 

egression line, that in essence summarizes the average 

amp-up rate for all of these panels. 

7 [Slide. 1 

8 

9 

10 

In this slide, you can see the HBV DNA regression 

ine, and a similar line can be,derived in this case for the 

ne surface antigen test we evaluated. In the subsequent 

11 

12 

study that Dr. Biswas will present, there is a regression 

.ine for all seven surface antigen tests. 

13 You can see that during this pre-seroconversion or 

14 ramp-up phase of HBV infection, that these lines parallel 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2E 

)ne another, that the surface antigen and DNA load are 

really very closely related to‘one another over time, 

indicating that during this phase of infection, that all of 

;he HBV circulating particles or material are probably Dane 

particles or appropriately representing a DNA copy per 

particle and a relevant level of surface antigen. 

As you all know, in chronic carriers, this 

relationship becomes perturbed and the liver cells put out 

large amounts of surface antigen in great excess of HBV DNA, 

so this would be a very different relationship if one looked 

at samples from chronic HBV carriers, but in the window 
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2 

chase, there is a very tight relationship between surface 

antigen and DNA. 

ti le plasma every half to 1 day, so a very slow ramp-up virus 

33 2lative to those other two viruses. 

[Slide.] 

This just illustrates how we can now use this 

ode1 or the computer understanding of the relationship ml 

b etween DNA and antigen to ask the question of interest to 

s today. I am just going to walk you through this to 

llustrate how this is done, but the truth is this is 

.ctually done through David Wright's programs, and he 

lerives these numbers with confidence bounds, as I will show , 

TOU . 

1 U 

; i 

7 a 

3 d 

3 1 

3 

1 E 

2 I 

3 1 

4 : 

5 

So, one question, for example, is with the 

lrototype surface antigen assay that we evaluated, the 

?rism, what is the cutoff level of viral load. So, to ask 

:hat question, we basically look at the log of the S to CO 

relationship, and the log of 1, which is an S to CO of 1, 

the cutoff is zero. 

Now, both of these lines essentially parallel one 

other, and the slope is approximately 0.1 log genome 

uivalent per day, which then translates out to a doubling 

.me of 2.84 days. So, HBV'DNA and antigen increase in the 

.asma, doubling approximately every 3 days. This is 

ramatically slower than with HIV or HCV, which double in 
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SO, we walk across that zero line and identify at 

lat time point does the HBV surface antigen test break 

Itoff, and then we go up and ask what is the viral load at 

lat time point, and the answer in this analysis is 

?proximately 3,000 genome equivalents of HBV DNA are 

resent at the cutoff limit of the HBsAg test. 

Then, we can ask the question, okay, well, what if 

e introduce the test that had a sensitivity of 1,000 genome 

quivalents, such as we predicted minipool might achieve, 

nd then we can simply walk back on this curve and down, and 

hen understand the time interval between when the surface 

.ntigen test would become positive and when an HBV NAT 

linipool would become positive. 

so, this is the way visually you can, sort of walk 

:hrough these-curves. 

[Slide.] 

This just asks the further question of how much 

Eurther window clpsure would be obtained with a test that 

lad a 50 or 5 genome equivalent HBV DNA load sensitivity, 

ind again we can come back and walk down to the time line 

and say that that would close the window by about 15 days to 

30 days. SO, you can basically visually understand how 

these relationships between DNA load and surface antigen can 

be translated into estimated window period closures. 

[Slide.] 
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In summary, in terms of the major findings, then, 

qe had a surface antigen load at cutoff estimated at about 

000 for this prototype assay. The mean doubling time was 

Iout 2.84 days. 

In terms of this pre-ramp-up viremia, there were 

:tually 10 panels that had samples extending back greater 

nan 3 bleeds prior to ramp-up; Interestingly, in those 10 

anels, all 10 demonstrated low-level intermittent viremia 

etected often nonqnantifiable up to 3 months, from 10 days 

o 3 months preceding ramp-up viremia. 

so, this phenomenon of smoldering pre-ramp-up 

iremia seems to be quite common in HBV. 

[Slide.] 

This is really the key projections of the model 

.hen, so we are asking the question of what would be the 

lrojected window closure and yield of adding minipool or HBV 

JAT to this surface antigen test. Again, the surface 

antigen test in question was estimated at having about a 
* 

;,OOO genome equivalent per mL. 

so, adding a minipool NAT that had 1,000 genome 

sensitivity was predicted to close the window by about 4 l/2 

lays , and based on the incidence rate, that would predict to 

field about 6 infected HBV window phase donations per 10 

nillion donations. As all of -you I think know, we have 

about 12 to 13 million donations per year, so perhaps 7 or 8 
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1 nfected donations per year would be detected by minipool 

2 $AT that were surface antigen negative. 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Going to an individual donation, NAT with 50 copy 

znsitivity, was estimated to reduce the window by 17 days 

nd yield approximately a 23 per 10 million infected window 

hase units. In an assay that could achieve 5 genome 

7 

a 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1E 

II 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2. 

2 

2! 

quivalent sensitivity, would close the window by 26 days, 

ielding 36 per 10 million. 

so, these are the predicted window closures and 

ields based on the model. Again, you will see data later 

'rom Dr. Biswas that will actually evaluate the accuracy of 

.hese predictions. 

[Slide. 1 

Just a brief summary. These is actually an update 

If the summary slide at the AABB. One of the things we felt 

ve needed to do is actually conduct a direct comparison of 

oona fide or currently under development or existing 

ninipool and indi,vidual donation NAT versus representative 

surface antigen test, and this study is now done and will be 

presented by Dr. Biswas. 

We were also interested in understanding the 

infectivity of these very low level viremic ramp-up samples 

and pre-ramp-up samples, and a study is under design with 

Dr. Harvey Alter to look at this in an animal model. 

We also felt it was important to understand the 
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elative cost effectiveness of HBV NAT versus the other 

iruses because, as you all know, HBV typically in adults 

zertainly is a relatively benign and transient infection, so 

Je have now looked at this, and I want to present a'little 

>it of data on this. 

The other issue is if we do bring forward HBV NAT, 

lat will be the implications about the need to retain 

lrface antigen or anticore. I am not going to go into 

hat. 

[Slide. 1 

Just a few slides to sort of put into broad 

ontext and lead into a little bit of data on sort of the 

ost effectiveness and particularly the comparative cost 

ffectiveness of HBV and clinical implications of HBV 

irevention versus HIV and HCV. 

This is a collaboration with Jim AuBuchon and one 

)f his associates, Brian Jackson. This just is the baseline 

sort of window period data for each virus that you are all 

rery familiar with. This essentially is data from the 

;chreiber paper that estimates the window period of about 20 

lays for HIV, about 70 for HCV, 45 for HBV. Minipool NAT 

zan close these as indicated, and then single donation NAT 

Mould leave us with this theoretical pre-viremic phase, the 

so-called eclipse phase, which the infectivity of this phase 

is a matter of current research. 
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1 [Slide. 1 

2 This slide just summarizes given these residual 

3 ndow periods and the known incidence rates, this 

4 .mmarizes the estimated risk per unit before and following 

5 

6 

7 

8 

.nipool NAT and then following individual donation NAT. 

I am ndt going to go through this, I think you all 

ive this as a handout, but basically, the focus on HBV, you 

in see that we are currently estimating a risk of around 

9 .5 per million, which would drop with minipool NAT fairly 
, 

10 odestly to 4.8, because the window closure with minipool is 

11 

12 

13 

Ding to be very modest, only a few days, whereas, 

ntroducing single donation NAT will fairly dramatically 

urther reduce the HBV window and therefore the resulting 

14 heoretical residual risk. 

15 [Slide.] 

16 In this cost effectiveness analysis, we put in 

17 

1E 

II 

;ome sort of assumed or projected costs for minipool HCV and 

[IV, which is curtrently in place in the whole blood sector. 

?ost-licensure, we predict that the cost will probably be in 

2 0 1 the range of $12 per donation. That is asapplied to pools 

2 

2.L 

1 in the 16 to 24 range. This is a per-donation cost. We 

-7 looked at ranges of 8 to 15. 

Going to single donation NAT, we assumed that 

would be on an automated platform which would reduce labor 

23 

24 

25 costs, and this would then be each donation tested 

27 
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1 Ldividually. We assume in this model a $15 per donation, 

2 Then, for the purpose of this discussion, we 

3 ;sumed that adding HBV to these platforms would be 

4 2latively less costly because it is simply adding another 

5 arker to a probably multiplex type assay, so in this model 

6 3 assumed a $3 increment of minipool or single donation to 

7 dd HBV with a $2 to $4 range. 

8 [Slide. 1 

9 Now, very important is what is the relative 

10 mplications of preventing or transmitting HIV versus HCV 

11 ersus HBV. This factors in obviously the probability that 

12 person who is exposed to a viremic donation will become 

13 .nfected, persistently infected, and will then evidence 

14 lisease and require therapy downstream. 

15 

I6 

17 

1E 

1s 

2c 
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2! 

It is really the relative numbers here, which I 

:hink are very striking and very important to today's 

liscussion. This is the number of quality-a,djusted life 

rears saved per infection prevented in the context of a 

transfusion analysis. This again is data from Jim 

!YuBuchon's group. 

You can see that for HIV, preventing 1 HIV 

infection will save'7.1 quality-adjusted life years. This 

is in th.e context of the usual transfusion recipient, you 

know, a 50- to 60-year old person surviving underlying 

disease to live a year, maybe half the time, et cetera. 

28 
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In contrast, HCV, because most of these 

tfections, although they become chronic, are asymptomatic 

)r decades, there,is about a IO-fold lower benefit to 

reventing those infections or lo-fold lower clinical 

lnsequence of transmitting NAT infection. 

Then, for.HBV, it is even less, 0.1, so it is 

/70th essentially of the importance of preventing HIV from 

cost effectiveness perspective, and that is again because 

ost HBV transmissions are subclinical transient infections 

hat resolve completely, and of those who become'chronic 

arriers, a relatively small proportion will progress to 

clinical disease. 

[Slide.] 

So, when we translate that out in terms of QALY 

#aved by minipool versus individual donation NAT by virus, 

'ou can see that for minipool NAT, most of the,benefit is 

:oming for HCV because of the very long plateau phase and 

:he very large nu,mber of HCV infections prevented. 

The benefit for HBV is really extremely low 

>ecause, one, there are very few infections detected by 

ninipool that are not detectable by surface antigen based on 

the model, and, two., is the clinical consequences are fairly 

modest. 

Single donation NAT interestingly, even though we 

are only predicting to prevent 3 or 4 additional HCV or HBV 
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nfections, the benefit on a quality basis is larger because 

these are more important whereas, for HBV, will prevent 

lout 30 with single donation, but again the clinical 

2nsequence, and therefore the cost effectiveness benefit, 

3 small, 7. 

[Slide.] 

This just summarizes all of this in terms of 

uality saved, so minipool NAT would be predicted to save 71 

uality-adjusted life years, and moving from minipool to 

ingle donation NAT would be predicted to only save an 

.dditional 8 quality-adjusted life years even though you 

Till prevent a large number of HBV transmissions. 

[Slide. 1 

Finally, the sort of bottom line of these assays 

igain, not particularly relevant to this committee's charter 

and discussion, but the cost effectiveness of these various 

interventions, either minipool NAT for HIV, HCV, as 

currently performed, based on this analysis, the number 

comes out at $3.2 million per quality-adjusted life year. 

On the baseline analysis and depending on the cost range, 

could range from 2.2 to 4 million per quality-adjusted life 

year. 

Interestingly, in this analysis, going to 

Washington, D.C. 20003-2802 
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individual donation, combe testing for HIV and HCV actually 

is slightly more cost effective, still extraordinarily high 
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Lost per quality on a public ,health basis, 2.7 million per 

ruality life year. C 

3 

4 C 

5 

6 

Relevant to this discussion, adding HBV to either 

If these strategies worsens the cost effectiveness output it 

ltually takes for the minipool goes from 3.2 to 3.8 million 

tr QALY and for the individual, from 2.7 to 3.0 million per 

LLY: 

ac 

7 

8 

9 tc 

10 

11 P' 

12 t1 

13 i: 

14 

15 

16 

17 

h 

1 

18 

This other column actually shows how much these 

:sts would have to cost:in order to reduce the dollars per 

ALY to the generally accepted non-transfusion medicine 

lblic health threshold of $50,000. The bottom line is 

hese tests would have to cost about a quarter per donation 

n order to get us into the same ballpark as other public 

ealth measures are currently being implemented. 

[Slide.] 

Finally, the last slide just to acknowledge the 

arge number of people who really contributed to this 

'pecific area of (work. Lorraine Peddada and Chuck 

[eldebrant have done an enormous amount of work 

zharacterizing these panels and collaborating to contribute 

lata and analyze the data. 
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5 

the viral load data; Steve Raid, BioClinical Partners, they 

manage the compilation of these panels. David Wright, 

George Schreiber, and Steve Kleinman, very active in the 

31 

Rich Smith and Andy Conrad at NGI generated all 
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.nalysis, particularly David who developed and has done a 

It of work to derive models appropriate to the data 

talysis. 

Eberhard Fiebig, who works with me at UCSF, in 

xrms of the modeling, and then Brian Jackson and Jim 

6 

7 

8 

LBuchon who did the cost effectiveness analysis. 

Thank you. 5. 

DR. NELSON: Thanks for a very nice comprehensive 

9 nalysis. 

10 Are there any questions or comments by the 

11 

12 

ommittee, or anybody? 

'DR. CHAMBERLAND: Mike, that was very nice. I 

13 ave one question. Before you led into all of the analyses 

14 hat gave us the QALY information, there was a slide in 

15 rhich you compared the calculated risk of viral infection 

16 )er million red cell units tranfused, and for HBV, the 

17 laseline risk was 5.5, and then you showed there would be a 

18 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

24 

2: 

lodest decrease w,ith implementation of minipool NAT and even 

nore with single donor. 

Is that baseline risk of 5.5, that is obviously 

xing current antigen tests, and my understanding I guess 

tihat we are going to be talking about is that on the 

horizon, there are ,other antigen tests that are even more 

sensitive, so in point of fact, if those antigen tests were 

to be available, then, these analyses might actually change? 
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DR. BUSCH: Right. This number of 5,5 per million 

j closer to about 1 in 150,000, 1 in 200,000, which is 

Lite a bit lower than the original REDDS estimate in the 

4 

5 

zhreiber paper, which was like 1 in 60,000. That is in 

irt because we have now documented a reduction in HBV 

6 Icidence. 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

lf 
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2: 

2: 

2, 

2 

Also, in this analysis, we did already factor down 

nat the antigen tests seemed to be more sensitive than were 

he basis for the original window period estimate because 

his analysis used the data from the study I just presented, 

ssuming that we had an antigen test with a 3,000. genome 

quivalent sensitivity. 

Now, actually, you will see data later from Dr. 

,iswas that does show that the more sensitive antigen tests 
I 

rill further reduce that close to the level of what minipool 

IAT,could achieve, but not quite there. 

DR. NELSON: I think one other issue is that this 

analysis applies ,to the current like donor population in the 

J.S. If the characteristics of the donor population were to 
'- 

change, there are subgroups that would not be excluded 

necessarily on the basis of drug use, et cetera, that still 

have higher HBV incidence, and so that this could change 

some of the calculations. 

It is maybe not likely that there will be dramatic 

changes, but certainly, you know, in the context of Japan, I 

33 
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1 would think that NAT testing would be far more cost 

2 effective and useful, particularly in the absence of core, 

3 
/I 

which they can't do because of the very high prevalence of 

4' core, but nonetheless, even in the United States, if there 

5 were some substantial changes or even maybe modest changes 

6 
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8 
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1 the donor population, these figures might change. 

DR. BUSCH: Right. In the REDDS group, we have 

one extensive analysis that demographic correlates have 

ncidence and prevalence for each virus, and obviously, HBV 

articularly the incidence is clustered in younger donors 

nd certain racial ethnic groups, et cetera. 

The other thing that is evident, in I think some 

f the comparisons Dr. Tabor alluded to, the yield of HBV 

;9T in the U.S. plasma donor sector--and there again there 

.s probably an underlying difference in the incidence rate, 

rhich explains that differing yield. 

DR. NELSON: Other comments? 

DR. KOF,F: Dr. Busch, with regard to your comments 

ibout the relative benignness of hepatitis C, I think it is 

Less clear that it is that benign in the population you are 

:alking about of transfused people. In other words, all or 

nost of our data on the natural history of that infection 

long term has come from looking at relatively young people 

except for the transfusion studies done in the 1970s. 

There is a sense that the disease is, in fact, 
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1 -ess benign, more rapidly progressive if you are a bit older 

2 Len you acquire this infection, so that may be something 

3 tat needs to be looked at in terms of the impact of 

4 lditional testing. 

5 DR. BUSCH: Yes, although I do think that 

6 

7 

lrticularly Leonard Seefe's long-term compiled follow up of 

Isttransfusion HCV cases continues to show that only I 

a 

9 

10 

elieve 10 to 15 percent after two or three decades have 

rogressed to clinically significant liver disease. So, 

hose are the numbers that actually were used in this model. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

DR. KOFF: Yes, you are right in that, of,those 

olks who he has now followed up to 25 years, those who are 

elected and have been biopsied, of course, about 30 percent 

,ave cirrhosis, so they are now in a different track in 

.erms of survival. 

16 The younger folks that have been looked at, the 

17 

ia 

1s 

2c 

23 
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2: 

21 
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Irish women's study, for example, and the Air Force recruits 

seem to have done, considerably better, 

DR. BUSCH: Right. 

DR. NELSON: Yes. 

DR. MACIK: I have one question, that is a major 

difference between the hepatitis B and hepatitis C or HIV, 

is that there is a vaccine. In talking about all of this, 

where is the cost estimate of screening for people who have 

been vaccinated? 
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2 characteristics were to change, well, we have a whole 

4 

9 

hc 

5 

6 

neration that have been vaccinated against hepatitis B, 

)w likely are they to fail the vaccination, i.e., get 

spatitis despite being vaccinated, when that pool reaches 

,ood donation age, how is that going to change all of these 

7 

he 

bl 

Cl 

a 

laracteristics, and should more effort be being placed on 

atting everybody vaccinated, unless there is a major 
. 

9 roblem with the vaccination process, i.e., it causes a 

10 econd disease or it is ineffective or wears off in f,$ve 

11 YN ears, none of which has been really shown? 

12 so, I wonder, you know, if you really factor in 

13 t hat, what cost difference are you making, because we are 

14 1 ooking, you know, at more ,and more for testing when we have 

15 a potentially totally preventable disease here. 

16 Have any of the studies.or has anyone looked at 

15 

1: 

1: 
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2: 
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21 

2 

rhere vaccination would impact on screening for hepatitis B? 

intisurface, and we don't screen for that, so it is not 

Joing to-be a problem in terms of inappropriately losing the 

DR. BUSCH: Of course, the vaccine induces 

Jaccine donors. 

All it could do would be to make the projected 

yield lower because your underlying incidence will decline 

of true HBV infection on top of vaccine, which will then 

translate into a poorer cost effectiveness analysis output, 
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Pe 

3 

4 

5 

10 it could just make matters worse from a benefit 

rspective. 

DR. EPSTEIN: Mike, could I just trouble you to 

:concile numbers on two of your slides on the health 

:nefit, could you go back and show the quality-adjusted 

6 

7 

a 

ife years saved for the individual agents and then compare 

nat to the sum that you had, because it would appear that 

nere is a large discrepancy if you look at minipool NAT, 

9 nd then that has a major implication'about the additive a: 

10 V alue of single donor NAT. 

11 DR. BUSCH: Right, if we can get back to the 

12 lides. Again, these numbers are coming from Jim and Brian 

13 'ackson, who works with Jim, so I can't defend them in great 

14 

15 

.etail. These newer numbers, which aren't included in the 

tandout, but were in the slide I just requested from them 

jecause I think they are so important to clarify. I k 

1 

1 E 

3 t 

I 

16 

l'j 

lf 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2, 

2 

Just page on through to probably close to the last 

slide, but import?ntly, one issue, there, I think this is 

Yhat you are alluding to. 

DR. EPSTEIN: If you take those figures and you 

L 

3 . , 

3 

4 

5 

nultiply by numbers, on a subsequent slide, now, if you were 

1 

1 

to add across the row, just for argument's sake, take 

ninipool NAT-- 

DR. BUSCH: This represents the benefit of 

minipool NAT, independently then looking at the benefit of 
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2f 

ingle donation NAT, whereas, the other slide was the 

ncremental yield. '_ 

DR. EPSTEIN: Right, I understand that, but just 

ake minipool NAT, okay, if you add.across, right, you get 

bout 50. 

DR. BUSCH: Right. 

DR. EPSTEIN: But if you go to the slide where you 

rooked at the sum of quality-adjusted life years, you have 

,ot 71. 

DR. BUSCH: Go to the next slide. 

DR. EPSTEIN: 71. Let's look at the right. Now, 

.ook at minipool NAT. Now, 71 and 50 are way off, and that 

:hen drives the estimate for the additive value of SD-NAT, 

1s 8 would become 28. 

DR. BUSCH: I can't give you the full 

clarification on this, but one of the caveats that was 

presented with this slide is that this analysis, as the 

footnote indicates, factored in that a patient had to , 

(202) 546-6666 

survive at least one year in order to achieve any clinical 

event as a result of the infection, and therefore, only 

contributed. I can't explain why you would have a greater 

number. 

Again, I can't defend the details on all of this. 

I think perhaps the most important message here, given that 

this doesn't per se deal with cost issues, is that concept 
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23 

24 

25 

the relative clinical importance of prevention of HBV 

rsus HCV and HIV. 

DR. NELSON: Any more? 

Next, Susan Stramer from the American Red Cross. 

Susan Stramer, Ph.D. 

DR. STRAMER: I am also going to present, prior to 

:. Biswas' presentation of the FDA comparative studies, 

lmparative studies that were performed at the Red Cross. 

[Slide.] 

Some of these studies were shown last year, so I 

uess this ce1ebrates.a one-year anniversary, and additional 

tudies that I have done for some .evaluations the Red Cross 

as been performing. 

[Slide. 1 

The objective for both BPAC meetings, that is, 

ast year,and this year, is to compare the sensitivity of 

urrent HBsAg and newer generation HBsAg assays, including 

:hose that are licensed and unlicensed, to NAT, and what we , 

used for our NAT was the National Genetics Institute PCR 

Lest as previously described by Mike. Again, we tested 

;eroconversion panels looking at front-end detection, that 

is, pre-HBsAg positives. 

We tested individual units and then extrapolated 

cutoffs that would be achieved by pooled NAT tests. 

[Slide.] 
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40 

From the first studies that we had done, we looked 

I 13 plasma donor panels with the NGI test, totaling 181 

amples. What you have here is a box and whisker plot 

howing the viral loads at various stages of HBV 

eroconversion. The horizontal lines show you theoretical 

utoffs. This first one for NGI is what the source plasma 

ndustry was using at about 6,000.copies per mL, which is 

.ow lower. 

This represents, instead of using--and I will show 

lata using 1,000 copy'cutoff for pooled NAT--I am showing in 

lost of my slides 1,600 copies per mL as the cutoff for 

looled NAT as that is really our working cutoff.currently 

Zor HIV and HCV in that we use a test for HIV and HCV that 

lave 100 copy per mL sensitivity 95 percent of the time, and 

;he smallest pool size used is 1,600. So, for the sake of 

these comparisons, we are using 1,600. 

What you see here are the viral loads for the DNA- 

positive samples, that is, the HBsAg negative. This is the t 

viral load at the HBsAg positives using the current Abbott 

75-minute test that many blood centers use, and then this is 

later after the development of antibody, 

But if we focus just on the DNA positives, we see 

that the median or the 50 percent mark of the population is 

that 600 copies per mL, well below the cutoff achieved at 

1,600. There are 5 samples that would be detected of the 13 
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2 

3 [Slide. 1 

7 [Slide. 1 

8 Just to look,at some of the representative 

9 eroconversion panels as markers develop after HBV 

10 .nfection. In orange we have HBsAg, in pink we have HBV 

11 )NA. You can see clearly that the two parallel. The 

12 torizontal lines here again represent the same cutoffs as 

13 described, and the blue and greenlines demonstrate the 

14 xoduction of antibody. 

15 What you have here by the "fatter," if you will, 

16 

15 

If 

qmbols, is the first positive by DNA and then the first 

positive by HBsAg. There is one sample here that would not 

be detected by popled NAT, was HBsAg negative, and you can 

1: 

2( 

23 

2: 

2: 

21 

Z! 

:utoff. 

You should have this. in your handout. This 

epresents the raw data from the study, and I won't go over 

t in detail. 

see, as Mike demonstrated, that these early samples have 

relatively low viral loads, this one again about 600 copies 

per mL. 

[Slide.] 

Here is another such panel where you can see t\he 

HHsAg.increase and the DNA increase parallel. In this case, 

there are three samples that represent kind of a shoulder of 
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lmples that would not be detected by minipool NAT at a 

600. They may be right at the cutoff if one were using 

,000, and they are HBsAg negative by the current licensed 

zst that was used in the study. 

[Slide.] 

Following this study, we also did a comparison of 

wo licensed HBsAg assays, again to show the variability. 

hat we focused on in the first study was NAT versus one 

icensed assay. Here a.re two different licensed assays just 

o show you the variability. 

Here, we used 21 seroconversion panels, Genetic 

iystems, the Shaker procedure. They have two licensed 

xotocols in their assay. The Shaker is more sensitive, and 

:he Ortho procedure used by many blood centers. 

Of 184 samples in this evaluation, there were 57 

:hat were negative by Ortho, but positive by the Genetic 

systems Shaker assay. Of those 57, 56 were DNA positive. 
’ 

The analytical sensitivity, to give you another calibrator 

or another idea of sensitivity of these assays, if you look 

at purified .HBsAg standards, you can derive analytical 

sensitivity, and the analytical sensitivity in this study 

for Genetic Systems was about 0.14 to 0.34 for AD and AY, 

and for Ortho it was at 0.8 or greater. 

[Slide. 1 

Another evaluation that we participated in are the 
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43 

bbott clinical trials for Prism, involved ~25 HBsAg' 

2 

3 

4 

5 

'6 

7 

8 

9 

;eroconversion panels. Here,. you can see a more theoretical 

raph showing HBsAg EIA detection by their current test, but 

he Prism test would buy you both in back end, which I can't 

ee the number clearly, but I believe is 12.8 days in back 

nd when anticore becomes positive, and 6.8 days front end 

losure when DNA copies are still fairly high. 

Moving into the DNA positive period prior to HBsAg 

jecoming positive by Prism, you have lower viral loads. 

10 

11 

Yhese analyses were done only in a subset of the panel, but 

rgain these viral loads would not be predicted to be 

12 

13 

14 

detected by pooled NAT. 

[Slide.] 

so, if you kind of take the spectrum of what we 

15 :now about licensed and unlicensed tests for HBsAg, we have 

16 

17 

ranges in sensitivity that range from 0.08 nanograms per mL 

:o greater than 0.7 nanograms per mL. What the industry 

18 

15 

2c 

23 

2; 

2: 

21 

2! 

lses today for screening really is in this spectrum. # 

As I mentioned, there are two protocols licensed 

for Genetic Systems, and they do represent even a range 

within a one-licensed assay reagent. The same thing is true 

for Abbott. This,is an overnight procedure versus a 75- 

minute procedure, but here we can see the more sensitive 

assays, .the overnight Abbott, Genetics System Shakers I just 

showed you. Ortho has a. test before FDA that has about a 
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1 1.1 nanogram per mL sensitivity, and then the Abbott Prism 

2 ;hat runs about 0.8 to 0.9 nanograms per mL. 

3 [Slide.] 

4 We have now done a subsequent study to investigate 

5 ne variability in HBsAg assay sensitivity, and again to 

6 ompare that to pooled NAT and individual donation NAT. 

7 his study involved 17 commercial seroconversion panels 

8 ourced from Bioclinical Partners. The assays involved were 

9 eally the spectrum of panels of assays that I just showed 

10 

11 

out with Abbott Prism being the most sensitive. 

In contrast to what Mike showed, this comparison 

12 'as done using the U.S. protocol, which has a decreased 

13 utoff relative to the European protocol, so it would be 

14 lore sensitive than what Mike just showed. 

15 We used Auszyme Procedure C, the Abbott 'current, 

16 :he Ortho current, both 75 minute procedures, and Genetic 

17 

1E 

15 

2c 

23 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

;ystems Static, which is the less sensitive of the two 

protocols from Genetic Systems. We didn't run this, but t 

data were provided by the vendor. 

There were a total of 225 samples. For PCR, we 

ran an Ultra-Qualitative test from NGI, and UltraQual- 

positive samples were then quantitated by their SuperQuant 

assay. The Qualitative test has great sensitivity at 4 

copies per mL than Quant at 100 copies per mL, so what we 

did was if we had a qualitative PCR-positive sample that was 
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1 tant-negative, we assigned it a value of 50 copies per mL 

2 )r the analysis. 

3 Of the samples tested, 156 or 69 percent were DNA 

4 lsitive individually. 

5 [Slide. 1 

6 The cutoffs used for Quant PCR to extrapolate to 

7 he use of pooled NAT were 1,600 for the reasons I explained 

8 efore, 1,000 to compare with the study that Mike presented, 

9 nd then we used a 320-copy per mL cutoff, which is, really a 

10 ow cutoff for pooled NAT to represent 95 percent detection 

11 f we were to use assays that had 20 copy per mL 

12 sensitivity. 

13 [Slide. 1 

14 

15 

16 

The next three graphs show you a comparison of 

:hree HBsAg tests, the Ortho current, the Abbott current, 

ind Prism. There were 156 DNA positive samples. The Ortho 

17 

1E 

1: 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

21 

21 

current test detected 31 percent of them. If you plot DNA 

Jiral load against HBsAg, this is the distribution of points 

you have. We have a cutoff of 1,600 and a cutoff of 1 for 

the HBsAg test. So, the important cell to focus on is this 

first cell, because it represents those that would be picked 

up by pooled NAT, but that would not be detected by HBsAg. 

so, with the Ortho test here, where 31 percent of 

the samples were HBsAg positive of DNA positive samples, we 

have 36 here that would benefit by a pooled NAT test. 

45 
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[Slide. 1 

2 This is now the Abbott current procedure where we 

8 

9 

elieve, samples that were not detected, here, we only have 

1 samples that were not detected by pooled NAT. 

[Slide.] 

In comparison to Prism, what we find now is you 

!an see more of the distribution of HBsAg S to CO move Tao 

.he right or to higher S to CO values, and the number here 

C 

1G 

11 

t 

12 

11 

C going from 38 to 21 now is at 5, so what we have using a 

C :utoff of 1,600 is 5 samples that would be pooled NAT- 

2 reactive HBsAg negative. 

14 Interestingly enough, in the other plots I showed 

15 T 2 

16 1 

17 

18 

15 

2c 

21 

2: 

2: 

2L 

21 

POU I we only had 1 sample in this box for the Ortho and for 

zhe Abbott other assay, and this box here represents HBsAg- 

reactive samples that would be negative by pooled NAT. So, 

interestingly eno,ugh here, if you are doing a comparison, 

you have a tradeoff and that here you have 6 HBsAg positive 

samples that would not be detected by pooled NAT, whereas, 

here you have 5 samples that would be detected by pooled 

! NAT, but not HBsAg. 

3 [Slide. 1 

z To look at different cutoffs or what is the effect 

5 of dropping the cutoff for pooled NAT, looking at these 

nc ow have 41 percent of the DNA positive samples HBsAg 

ositive, but instead of having in the previous slide 38, I P' 

i3 

2 
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amples, from 1,600 to,l,OOO to 320, if you change the 

utoff for pooled NAT to 1,000, of those by Prism that were 

BsAg negative, you would have no further increase. You 

ould actually pick up one more by pooled NAT of those that 

showed you that was already HBsAg positive. With the 

ther assays you would add 1 RBsAg negative sample. 

Now, moving the cutoff to 320, however, does have 

t more significant impact, as one would imagine. There were 

f samples that were detected by pooled NAT that weren't 

detected by Prism and 12 samples for the oth,er assays. 

[Slide. 1 

If you look at all of the assays evaluated in this 

study and look the viral loads at the time of first 

detection, that is what this graph shows you against viral 

load. These are box and whisker plots, these are the 

medians, and the assays are labeled down here on the x axis 

with the time at which the assays became positive. 

So, here you have the three assays at the extreme, 

here you have the Prism viral loads, but what you see here, 

looking at the first PCR positive and the last PCR positive 

is a 21-day window in which viral loads are relatively low. 

In fact, the mean of the last PCR positives, the median is 

well below the cutoff of 1,600, and 75 percent of the 

samples are represented in this range. 

[Slide.] 
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24 

To look at these values numerically, here is the 

:dian copy level and the min and max, and again for the 

3ys. so, Prism then became positive at day 27 followed by 

ne other assays at later times, but it is interesting to 

ate the viral loads, the increasing viral loads that 

orrespond to HBsAg detection. 

[Slide. 1 

Doing the same type of analysis, as Mike did, to 

sk the question, but using a less sophisticated model, what 

s the corresponding copy per mL at the cutoff of each of 

.hese assays. What I showed you previously is what the 

tssays detected using the bias of time in the panels, but if 

Je eliminate time and just say what is detection at the 

issay cutoff, we did this by looking at the first positive 

lleed per the assay and the last negative, and doing a 

Linear regression, but in order to make that more robust, we 

compared that then to looking at the last two negative 

oleeds and the first two positives or including three * 

negatives and three positives. 

Well, for Prism, you really don't get much of a 

difference, and you get about 1,500 or 1,400 copies per mL 

of HBV DNA that corresponds to detection in the Prism assay. 

YOU get about 5,700 using the current Abbott procedure, and 

anywhere from 18,000 to 8,100, there is a little bit more 

variation in the least sensitive assay. 
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[Slide. 1 

so, as far as summary and conclusions, we did see 

hat significant differences in sensitivity exist between 

.ifferent HBsAg assays. The detection of purified HBsAg 

'anges, from greater than 0.7 to 0.08 nanograms per mL, so 

.hat there is almost a log difference. 

This difference translates to a mean of 17 l/2 

lays or 2 HBsAg positives detected per million tested, and 

:his was using ARC 1998,to 1999 incidence rates of 4.5 per 

~00,000. In the previous study that Mike showed, the REDDS, 

lumbers of a similar time period are similar there at 5.1 

?er 100,000. 

HBV DNA can be detected for a mean of 21 days 

prior to the appearance of HBsAg even using the most 

sensitive HBsAg tests. 

The median HBV DNA titers in HBsAg negative 

samples, again by the most sensitive assay, were a median of 

100 to 500 copies,per mL with 75 percent being less than 

2,000. 

[Slide.] 

Prism detection corresponded to HBV DNA of 

approximately 1,400 copies per mL versus 5,700 or 18,000 for 

currently used HBsAg assays. 

The current HIV and HCV NAT cutoff that we used 

for a 95 percent detection is 1,600 copies per mL, so you 
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1 :an see how these two compare. 

2 Pooled NAT using a cutoff of 1600 copies per mL 

3 yould detect 5 additional DNA positive samples of 156 DNA 

4 lsitives in the 17 HBV series I showed, but failed to 

5 stect 6 that were reactive by Prism. 

6 Dropping the NAT cutoff to 1,000 copies only added 

7 ne detection of 1 sample, and that 1 sample was already 

8 

9 

10 

BsAg positive. Dropping the cutoff to 320 improves the 

ield by 9 HBsAg negative samples or 13 total samples. 

The use of a more sensitive HBsAg assay appears to 

11 e equivalent to the performance of pooled NAT using a 

12 

13 

14 

utoff of 1,000 to 1,600 copies per mL. 

Thank you. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you, Dr. Stramer. 

15 Any questions or comments? Yes. 

16 

17 

18 

DR. SIMON: Dr. Busch alluded.to this, and I 

didn't ask it then, but might ask it now. *We have this 

period of low leyels of HBV virus that can be detected by 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

2f 

2 

r nucleic acid testing before any of the assays. 

What is the infectivity during that period, what 

is known about the infectivity during this period, that is, 

to what extent can we say whether the units would be 

infective or not? 

DR. STRAMER: One of the bullets that Mike had for 

his subsequent work that he didn't have, and I have ) 
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51 

1 

2 

3 

.alicized as done, were studies such as that to do 

timpanzee infectivity studies looking at what represents 

lfectivity in these early samples. 

4 We certainly know for HBV from health care workers 

5 lat the infectious dose corresponds to a low viral load, I 

6 

7 

8 

an't remember in terms of Danes what it corresponds to, but 

artainly HBV'represents a very infectious agent. 

so, my guess is on the 21 days of samples I showed 

9 

10 

our that those certainly, especially in the absence of 

ntibody, would represent infectivity. 

11 

12 

DR. SIMON: So, you believe all the ones you are 

.etecting by nucleic acid testing are probably infectious. 

13 DR. STRAMER: That would be my guess, and we are 
i 

14 .alking about a number of copies per mL, if you consider 

15 rhat a unit of red cells is, that would be a far greater 

16 amount of inoculum. 

DR. NELSON: Other questions or comments? 

DR. FIT+ZPATRICK: On the comparison of PCR to the 

I Abbott Procedure C, the samples that were in the lower 

quadrant there, that were HBsAg C positive and PCR negative, 

I can't read that--is that 6? 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DR. STRAMER: For Prism, it was 6, yes. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: What about for the--. 

DR. STRAMER: The other two, they were 1. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: They were l? Okay. 
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DR. STRAMER: Yes. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: Were they the same ones? 

DR. STRAMER:‘ Yes, the same one, and then five 

dditional for Prism, correct. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: Any speculation on how Prism is 

icking up? 

DR. STRAMER: Well, I mean we don't live in a 

otally linear world, so there are, you know, exceptions 

there I mean we are giving means, but certainly confidence 

ntervals around those means are going to be large, so it is 

ust variation. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: I was just curious as to why you 

rsed the non-Shaker method for Genetic Systems. 

DR. STRAMER: We actually didn't use it. 

Interestingly enough, even though there are two procedures 

-hat are licensed with that set of Genetic Systems' 

reagents, most of the industry who uses Genetic Systems 

chooses, as least* in the U.S., Canada uses the Shaker 

procedure, just to give you a contrast, but in the U.S., 

they use the Static procedure. 

We didn't actually run that. Those data were 

provided by the vendor. So, the source plasma company who 

found those panels, that is their test of record, so we were 

able to gather those data from Bioclinical Partners. 

DR. FITZPATRICK: Thank you. 
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DR.. NELSON: Jay. 

DR. EPSTEIN: Susan, you showed us that if the 

Lnipool NAT were performed at a sensitivity of 320 gEq/mL, 

lat really there was a dramatic additive benefit compared 

ten to the newest HBsAg assays, so the question is really 

nat is the feasibility-of achieving that level that would 

ot appear to be the level of the current systems, so can we 

et there. 

DR, STRAMER: I can't answer that question. I 

ean technically, I would think certainly we could get 

here, but, you know, there are other hurdles to 

mplementing minipool NAT in'addition to sensitivity. If we 

ssume all other things are negated, that is, CGMP or 

lrocess control or the IND, the regulatory issues, the 

ralidations, et cetera, if we look purely based on 

sensitivity, of course, this would be something I believe 

;hat we could achieve. 

We didn$'t think that we could achieve NAT testing 

Eor HIV and HCV, the way we have it in place now, and it can 

oe achieved. I mean I think we have seen data from Roche, 

as an example, to suggest that their HBV DNA tests can 

achieve ,20 copies per mL, but I don't know in the wider 

experience how that will translate. 

DR. NELSON: Dr. Busch. 

DR. BUSCH: Susan, those five or six samples that 
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)U detected as Prism antigen positive, but projected would 

111 below a minipool NAT detection limit, just a little 

aution on those. You are relying on the primer specificity 

nd quantitative capacity of the NGI assay in inferring that 

hose would be negative by a pooled NAT. 

It is critical that we understand whether indeed 

f we were to introduce pooled or even individual donation 

BV NAT, whether there would be any residual benefit to 

urface antigen detection, particularly in the front end. 

so, I would suggest that the value of actually 

unning those specific samples on dilutions relevant to the 

:urrent prototype or existing HBV NAT testing, wouldn't be 

surprised to see if those actually could be detected at 

dilutions with these, you know, more robust primer 

qualitative tests that wouldn't correlate with the titer, 

zhe concentration from their quantitative assay. 

DR. STRAMER: Certainly, that is true. I think we 

uould see variability, the same ways we have seen * 

variability with other tests by running pooled assays. 

Again, these were extrapolated cutoffs, and these weren't 

actually, as the FDA study will show, actually running the 

samples in their minipool dilutions. 

DR. NELSON: Any other comments? Thank you. 

The next speaker is Dr. Robin Biswas from the FDA. 

Robin Biswas, M.D., DETTD, OBRR 
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DR. BISWAS: Good morning. 

[Slide.] 

At the March BPAC a year ago, the Red Cross 

lggested that HBV NAT testing of source plasma donations 

sing the 512 sample pool testing format might not be much 

ore sensitive than testing single samples by current HBsAg 

ssays, and, in fact, might possibly be less sensitive than 

esting single samples by newer, more sensitive HBsAg 

.ssays. 

[Slide. 1 

so, our response was to design and perform a study 

rith the NAT Study Group, and the sort of over-arching idea 

ras to compare HBV NAT with HBsAg testing, particularly with 

:he more sensitive tests, and the second thing that we 

zranted to do was to compare the current HBsAg assays with 

zewer HBsAg assays that are under development, and this was 

going to be done using seroconversion panel samples from 

cases of acute hepatitis B virus infection. G 

[Slide.] 

You have already seen this slide. The NAT Study 

Group is composed of.liaisons from government agencies, 

blood organizations, and industry, from some of the assay 

manufacturers, the NAT assay manufacturers. 

[Slide. 1 

The specific aim of the study was to estimate the 
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1 ncrease in yield of detecting a greater number of HBV 

nfectious units comparing the current HBsAg assays, the 2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2; 

24 

2E 

lewer, more sensitive HBsAg assays, the NAT pool testing 

tthods, and the NAT single sample and NAT single sample 

esting. 

Now, going back to the NAT pooling test methods, I 

ust want to briefly say that there are two pooling 

ethodologies involved here. One is the source plasma 

.ethod where they use large pools of 512 or, another 

manufacturer, 1,200 pools, thereby diluting each sample in 

:ffect, each individual sample is diluted 1 to 512; and 1 to 

.,200. 

The other format is the testing for whole blood, 

which is used, actually not for HBV NAT, but for the HIV and 

ICV whole blood NATs, and the pooled samples there are much 

smaller. The pooled samples are 16 from some manufacturers 

and 24 with others. So, the dilution of the individual 

samples that are being tested is lower, the dilution is + 

lower. 

[Slide.] 

We selected 10 seroconversion panels from a total _ 

of 23 that had beencollected by Impath and Bioclinical 

Partners, and these were from source plasma donors. They 

are serial bleeds from source plasma donors who 

seroconverted to HBsAg positivity in the acute phase. 
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1 The panels had been previously tested in a variety 

2 E HBsAg tests and also in one HBV nucleic acid test, and 

3 nis had been done at various locations, and it really 

4 asn't quite clear whether these tests were--some of them 

5 

6 

7 

ere certainly not licensed in the U.S., and so there were 

ome unknowns about that. But I should say that the testing 

esults that had been previously done did help us to select 

8 he 10 seroconversion panels. 

9 

10 

11 

'12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1E 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

[Slide. 1 

Ten samples from each of the 10 selected 

;eroconversion panels were chosen for both hepatitis B 

;urface antigen and HBV nucleic acid testing equals 100 

samples, and all these samples were coded. 

The samples were chosen on the basis of being in 

:he viral pre-ramp-up phase, that is, that phase that Mike 

lescribed earlier, it's a smoldering low viral load time, 

and as Susan said, probably infectious, followed by a viral 

ramp-up phase, the two or three days viral ramp-up phase. , 

We also included 28 samples that were controls. 

[Slide.] 

The controls, ea#ch control was provided in 

duplicate to the testing labs under code. The controls 

consisted of the CBER HBsAg lot release panel with 8 

positive samples and 2 negatives. These 8 positives, we 

know what the HBsAg concentration is in those 8 positive 
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5 

xxtrols, and they go from an estimated value of about 0.02 

3 about 7.5 nanograms. 

There was a sample of normal human plasma; 

emember, this was all in duplicate and coded. 

Third, we used dilutions of the WHO HBV DNA NAT 

tandard at dilutions of 4,000, 400, and 40 International 

'nits per mL. 

[Slide. 1 

Now, all 128 samples were coded and tested. We 

.ested them in 7 different HBsAg procedures in our lot 

yelease lab. HBV NAT testing was done by actually four 

representative manufacturers, and they used also the source 

llasma format that are described in the whole blood format 

vith those different pool sizes and hence different 

dilutions for the individual samples, and also, three 

nanufacturers tested in a single sample format. 

[Slide.] 

Now, the methods of analysis., Mike Busch's group , 

and the group at Westat compared rates of viral detection in 

the pre-ramp-up .phase and ramp-up phase specimens. We 

estimated differences in the viral load at cutoff, using a 

longitudinal regression method-:1 am sorry, that is not 

quite right. I think Mike's group used estimated 

differences in viral load at cutoff, using a longitudinal 

bivariate regression method that he talked about earlier. 
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1 We estimated differences in viral load at cutoff 

2 x the different HBsAg assays using the WHO HBV standard 

3 2 also estimated the HBsAg concentration in nanograms per 

,4 ; at the cutoff using our lot release panel of known 

5 oncentration. 

6 Mike's group and the group at Westat, they 

7 ompared window period differences both for the NAT assays 

8 

9 

10 

nd for the HBsAg assays. They used two different methods 

or the HBsAg assays. 

[Slide.] 

11 Most important, we project the yield, the increase 

12 )f yield meaning how many more units are you going to pick 

13 

14 

15 

16 

tp compared to what the current tests are doing, and that 

Jas based on the window period and known HBV incidence, 

[Slide.] 

Now, there were limitations to this study. There 

17 cas a limited data set of 10 samples from each of 10 

18 aeroconversion panels. The donor was sometimes positive on , 

19 

2.c 

2-l 

2; 

2: 

24 

2E 

the first bleed, so you couldn't do really a window period 

difference analysis. 

There was a limited ability to perform replicate 

testing because of limited volume, and the HBsAg analysis 

was based solely on initially reactive results, so there 

were some weaknesses in it. Nevertheless, we got some very 

interesting results. 
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[Slide. 1 

Now, what is all this about? ,This is a plot of 

ive members of the lot release panel containing known HBsAg 

oncentration in nanograms against the sample to cutoff 

atios that were obtained when we actually did the testing. 

0, this is 1 nanogram, this is 0.9 nanograms, this is 0.5 

anograms, and down here we have 0.04 and 0.02 nanograms. 

'hen, to estimate the HBsAg concentration at cutoff, there 

.s the sample to cutoff ratio at 1, at cutoff, go across 

tere to the y axis, and you get a result of 0.18 nanograms 

)er mL for this particular assay. We coded all these 

issays. 

[Slide.] 

Using those, curves that I just showed you, we 

estimated the HBsAg nanogram> at cutoff for all these 

different tests, and what you see here is a comparison of 

zhe seven procedures. 

I have coded it, and I should say that it was very , 

important to the manufacturers that we did code'everything, - 

otherwise, they wouldn't have taken part in the study. gut 

just going through this, these results you will see sort of 

replicate themselves sort of in many of these studies. 

A and B sort of are down here, and F and G are 

sort of up here, not so, you know, they don't pick up as 

well as these, and D, E, and C sort of change around a bit. 
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C should say that these are unlicensed, this is a licensed, 

his is unlicensed, these are all licensed procedures. 

[Slide.] 

This is the estimated viral load at cutoff of the 

ifferent HBsAg tests. This was done by plotting the sample 

o cutoff ratio against the WHO dilutions, and these are '/ 

nternational Units per mL at the cutoff. We use a 

:onversion factor of 2.5, I believe, and here again you can 

;ee that the order of sensitivity, if you will, is sort of 

rery similar to the nanogram concentration at cutoff. 

[Slide.] 

We are coming now to Mike Busch and the Westat 

lata. This is a comparison of HBsAg assays for detection of 

?re-ramp-up and ramp-up samples. This column here, well, 

nere are the coded HBsAg procedures. This row here just 

shows the number of actual samples in the ramp-up phase that 

were detected, and you can see it is just 1, you know, sort 

of just 10 percent, well, just 1 out of the 10. I 

This is the number of samples that were detected 

in that ramp-up phase in the two-three day time period, and 

out of a total of 90, I think for this it is a little bit 

different because--but, anyway, what you can see is, is that 

there is an order here again. It actually goes through the 

alphabet here, from most pickup to least pickup of these 

HBsAg assays. 
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1 

2 

3 

C 

C 

4 

5 

6 

What we have here is the viral load at sample' to 

5 
utoff ratio. This was done by Mike Busch and the Westat 

group. It is very, very slightly different to ours, and it 

.s different in sensitivity, compared to this here. 

What you see is that the viral load for the 

rocedure A is at 568 at cutoff, viral load is 568, and here 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

r I/ 

1E 
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2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2 

2 

t G, it is 10,000 about. 

[Slide. 1 

This is an illustration of the last column of the 

revious slide. Here you .can see we have put in the 

onfidence, the variation of confidence intervals here. Of 
i 

course, they do overlap quite a bit, but nevertheless, you 

:an see that there is a difference between sample to cutoff 

Tati at 1 cutoff, between the licensed tests and the 

mlicensed tests. Note that this one here is actually, this 

licensed one is actually quite getting to be similar to the 

mlicensed sensitive assays. 

.[Slide.l , 

I am not going to dwell on this one. It is this 

longitudinal bivariate analysis done by Michael Busch. What 

is important to note is that using this, you can get the 

window period differences, and the window periods have been 

estimated from the doubling time and the viral load at 

cutoff model. 

What is important to realize is that this window 
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period between the most and the least sensitive HBsAg 

jsays, here at 11.45 days, the important point here is that 

: is a quantitative estimation, if you just keep that word 

quantitative" estimation, done by the doubling time, this 

gain shows the most and l,east differences at serum to 

utoff ratio, at cutoff, and this is the 10,000 cutoff 

ssay. It is assay G, I think, and this is the cutoff by 

ssay A. 

[Slide. 1 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

Now, this analysis here, the window period 

.eduction by days; by the newer HBsAg assay as compared to 

:he current licensed assays, and what you need to know here 

.s that this is a qualitative way of estimating window 

leriod differences. 

15 Whit it is saying is was the sample positive or 

16 

17 

18 

15 

2c 

23 

2; 

2: 

2L 

2! 

negative, when did the sample become positive in one test 

compared to another test. A positive value here, this 

window period difference here in this row here, a positive I 

value represents window period reductions by the new 

unlicensed assays versus the licensed assays. 

What you see here is that this unlicensed A 

precedes by 12.2 days to D detecting a test, and here it is 

15 days. This is picking it up earlier by 15 days, and this 

one here isn't picking it up as early. 

We put in the standard errors, and, well, they are 
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1 ind of large, but it does show you basically that the 

2 alicensed assays do pick up--some of the unlicensed assays 

3 o pick up quite a few days earlier than the licensed 

4 ssays. 

5 [Slide. 1 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

This is a comparison of the NAT assay detection of 

he pre-ramp-up and ramp-up HBV viremia. Just note that, on 

he whole, the single unit--I should say that these are the 

.hree manufacturers that tested, used their test on a single 

tnit sample--and note that single unit, on the whole, is 

Ggher than when you do plasma testing. I will come back to 

12 :his. 

13 It is the same sort of idea here. The number of 

14 ramp-up units that is picked up by the single unit as 

15 compared by the pool testing is much larger. 

16 

17 

1e 

15 

2c 

23 

2: 

2: 
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Now, this is very interesting data. As I said, 

the plasma pool testing, the pools are much larger. They 

are either 512 or 1,200, and these pools are much smaller, t 

so you would think that this would pick up more than that, 

but particularly here, this is picking up this one here, 

this test here is picking up a lot more--well, I guess the 

numbers are small--but it is picking up more units than this 

one, and this one isn't picking up any, despite the fact 

th.at these two are smaller, they are more diluted than this 

here. You see something similar here, as well. 
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[Slide.] 

This analysis is the window period reduction in 

Lays by the NAT assays compared to HBsAg assays. The best 

ray to look at this is--I wish I had time to do this, to put 

_n a thick line here and a thick line here--if we go across 

1 and B, if you compare A and B, which are unlicensed 

ensitive tests, if you compare that with the single unit 

'AT, these numbers are positive, so that means that the 

:ingle unit NAT is picking up quite a few days before even 

.he more sensitive tests. 

it is quite clear that the When you go down here, 

single unit NAT is picking up samples about a month before 

:he currently licensed tests. These are currently licensed 

xests. 

Now, when you move over to here and look at the 

?ooled NAT, what you see here is really very, very 

interesting. You see here that in the plasma format, here 

is a negative number, one of the whole blood formats is 1 

definitely a negative number. 

This is really saying that this test is picking 

this HBsAg assay is picking up before the pooled NAT 

assays. This slide also shows that the whole blood assay is 

sort of less sensitive or picks up later than the larger 

plasma pools. 

What I would say is that here, well, this seems to 
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now that sort of pooled NAT is sort of on par with the more 

ensitive assays under development, and this quadrant here 

eems to show that pooled NAT is picking up some more, is an 

mprovement- compared to the currently licensed assays. 

[Slide.] 

Now, this'is the relationship between HBV window 

leriod differences and the actual yield of HBV-infected 

rhole blood donations, and it is based on the REDDS HBV 

.ncidence rate, which is at 5.1 per 100,000 persons a year, 

tnd so what this means is that with the window period 

Efference of 1, you get a yield over and above current 

:ests of 1.4 donations per 10 million, and the window period 

difference in days of 30, you get a yield of 42 units over 

xrrent testing. 

[Slide. 1 

Now, what is the benefit of the new HBV detection 

methods? Well, using the previous table, the window period 

reduction in days+ compared to current assays, if you use the 

new HBsAg tests, you get a window period reduction, of 

between 11 to 15 days, with a yield of 15 to 21 donations 

per 10 million. 

Pooled NAT would bring you a window period 

reduction of 9 to 11 days, with a yield of, about 13 to 15 

donations per 10 million, and the single unit NAT would give 

you a window of 25 to 36 days, and a yield of 35 to 50 
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2 [Slide.] 

3 

4 

5 

6 

so, the conclusions are that this empirical study 

lrt of agrees with the previous modeling studies that have 

een described. There are definitely differences in 

snsitivity between licensed and some of the newer 

7 nlicensed HBsAg assays. 

8 These differences appear to correlate with 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

1: 

1C 

1' 

li 

1: 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

stimated viral burden at cutoff and to translate into a 

.iminished window period of 11 to 15 days, which would give 

'ou an increased yield of 18 units, about 18 units per lo7 

lonations. 

[Slide.] 

The sensitivity of the newer HBsAg assays is 

zomparable to pooled HBV NAT. 

Single unit HBV NAT reduces the window period by 

about 20 days compared to the newer HBsAg assays and pooled 

XBVNAT assays, and that translates into an increased yield 

3f about 15 units per 10 million. 

Lastly, the 25 to 36 days compared to the current 

HBsAg assays with an increased yield of 42 units per 10 

million assays. 

[Slide. 1 

I would just like to acknowledge all these people. 

There are some people missing on here. John Finlayson, Ed 
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2 

3 

ibor, Jay Epstein, Hira Nakhasi sort of cut through, made 

lings very clear, made me see the wood for, the trees. 

Dr. Hsia did the work .on the nanograms at cutoff 

4 

5 

nd the viral load at cutoff. Guang Gao and Elliot Cowan 

elped me with the PowerPoint. Mike Busch, Megan Laycock, 

6 

7 

avid Wright, and George Schreiber did those wonderful 

odeling studies, and George Nemo and Paul McCurdy were 

n the overall planning at an early stage. 

in 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

so, thank you very much. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you, Dr. Biswas. 

Any comments, questions? Yes. 

DR. BOYLE: I just have a technical question. 

13 Jhen you are using the multiple samples from the same donor, 

14 ire they treated as independent samples when you are 

15 zreating confidence intervals? 

16 DR. BISWAS: They are treated separately, yes. 

17 

18 

12 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

2L 

2f 

DR. BOYLE: But I mean basically, are you assuming 

independence when, you are calculating the confidence 

interval? 

DR. BISWAS: I would have to ask David Wright to 

answer that one. 

DR. WRIGHT: David Wright from Westat. 

The qualitative analysis that Robin was talking 

about, it is the'10 panels. We are looking at the time 

until they seroconvert, so the data analysis is only looking 
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1 : the 10 days and looking at them independently, so the 

2 

at 

SE 

rE 

imple size is very small, but we did find some interesting 

3 2,sults . 

4 DR. SMALLWOOD: Mr. David Wright is from Westat 

5 nd he is a guest of the committee, so that questions from 

6 he committee may be directed to Mr. Wright. 

7 DR. NELSON: Mary. 

8 

9 

DR. CHAMBERLAND: Robin, did you want to comment - 

n the slide where you presented results looking at the NAT 

10 ssay, comparing detection in the pre-ramp-up and the ramp- 

11 

12 

13 

14 

p phases, you made a comment that it was perhaps surprising 

hat the plasma pools being much larger, one would think 

.hat they would not be as sensitive at picking up evidence 

)f HBV viremia compared with whole blood, but, in fact, I 

15 don't want to say the opposite, but they don't appear to be 

:hat different. 16 t 

1 

t : 

1 ! 

17 

18 

12 

2c 

23 

2; 

2: 

21 

21 

Do you want to comment on why 'that might be? 

DR. BISWAS: Well, when you do these NAT studies, 

I mean the sensitivity depends also on, you know, when you 

get these results, it depends, of course, on the dilution of 

the actual sample that you are getting, but it also depends 1 

1. on the amount of material that you are actually processing. , 

3 What I am saying is basically is that the plasma, 

in particular, that plasma assay, they seem to be processing 

large volumes of the sample compared to the whole blood 
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asay. I mean it is something that we are sort of 

ounterintuitive at first, but it is due to the volume, the 

ntrinsic sensitivity of,the individual assays that are 

eing used. 

DR. CHAMBERLAND: So, just to make sure I get 

his, so, in the large plasma pool, you know, 500-plus, 

ndividual components in these pools, in point of fact there 

s more per-sample input than in the whole blood smaller 

,001s. 

DR. BISWAS: Yes; that is right. 

DR. CHAMBERLAND: Less concentrated or whatever. 

DR. BISWAS: Right. That is certainly one of 

advantage over the new assays, and that single donation will 

give you some advantage, ,single donation testing. 
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them, yes, I agree, yes, that is correct. 

DR. LINDEN: Based on historical experience with 

Ither new tests, is there any possibility of giving any sort 

of ballpark estimate of when these new unlicensed surface 

antigen assays might be able to be licensed? 

DR. BIS$WAS: I am sorry, Jeanne, the answer is 

kind of no. I wish I could, but no, I don't know. . 

DR. ALTER: It seems to me in all my years of 

coming to this meeting, I have never seen such definitive 

data, and it is clear that the new surface antigen assays 

are better than the old, that the pooling is not a big 
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1 One question I have is whether these data can be 

2 lalyzed now for anticore assay, and I hope that were we to 

3 ;e the 'more sensitive surface antigen tests and some NAT 

4 

5 

lrmat, use those two in combination, could we drop anticore 

esting. One would have to look, not only at the 

6 eroconversion panels, but also chronic low-level carriers, 

7 ut are those kind of things being done with the same panel? 

8 DR. BISWAS: Well, you know, we have to keep 

9 hings simple. I mean as it was, it is quite complex, it 

10 as a very complex study and we wondered whether we should 

11 nclude sort of the anticore angle, and we decided not 

12 because we thought it would just make things more 

13 :omplicated, but you are absolutely right, I think that the 

14 

15 

16 

lore sensitive assays, more sensitive HBsAg assays and 

jooled NAT and single unit NAT, certainly single unit NAT, 

low will that impact on HBsAg testing and anticore. 

17 

18 

You know, that is certainly something that we all 

leed to look into, yes. 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

2: 

DR. ALTER: It would be very easy to tack onto 

this study. 

DR. BISWAk: Yes. 

DR. ALTER: Jay says if the samples exist. 

DR. BISWAS: Yes, those samples are getting 

smaller and, smaller. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you. 
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We-are a little bit behind, but not too bad. Now 

; the open public hearing, and there are five people who 

ave requested to speak. 

The first is Dr. Mary Koontz from Abbott Labs. 

DR. KLAMYRNSKI: I am sorry. This is Matt 

lamyrnski from Abbott Labs. In the interest of time we are 

oing to decline to present. Dr. Koontz's presentation 

omplements both Dr. Stramer and 'FDA's presentation. You 

11 have a copy of it. So, in the interest of time, we will 

.ecline. Thank you. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you. The second is Dr. Bruce 

'helps from Chiron. Is Bruce here? 

DR. PHELPS: I am pleased to have this opportunity 

:o address the committee on a topic of utmost concern and 

-mportance, the safety of the nation's blood supply,. 

My name is Bruce Phelps, Vice President of 

?esearch and Development for Blood Testing, Division of 

Jhiron Corporation, a leading biotechnology company s 

committed to maintaining blood safety throughout the U.S. 

and the world. 

I would like to first direct my remarks to the 

data presented here this morning by Dr. Busch, Dr. Stramer, 

and Dr. Biswas, and to the impact these and other findings 

will have on immediate and future blood screening standards. 

The data appear to indicate what we have 
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I 
1 IT maintained for some time, that NAT pool testing is at least 

2 ts effective at closing the infectious window as the most E 

3 E 

4 

sensitive antibody or antigen tests. Without compelling 

evidence to the contrary, the committee may want to weigh 

5 :her considerations that enter into the equation prior to 

6 

7 

8 

endering its decision. 

Either way, Chiron is prepared and willing to 

ndertake a course of action that is consistent with the 

9 ommittee recommendation on the current role of HBV NAT. As 

10 o the future of HBV nucleic acid testing, however, we 

11 elieve that there are c'lear indications that a decrease in 

12 001 size, instrument upgrades, and improved technical 

13 .xecution among other advances will ultimately result in 

14 uperior sensitivity for NAT versus surface antigen testing. 

15 As the committee is well aware, the blood testing 

16 ndustry, FDA, and academia alike have always been defined 

17 my their commitment to elevate screening standards with new 

18 ind improved technologies. 

1: 

2c 

23 

2; 

2: 

2r 

2f 

The committee will recall that U.S. FDA policy 

under Dr. Kessler directed manufacturer and encouraged blood 

establishments to implement leading edge technology, to 

decrease the window period during which a donor is 

infectious, but found non-reactive by currently licensed 

screening methods. 

Prior to that directive, and since, we have 
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'_tnessed a steady technological progression including 

>noclonal antibody and antigen-based technologies that has 

ignificantly improved the safety of the nation's blood 

JPPlY, and'it is clear that NAT is the next technological 

nnovation in the area of blood screening safety. 

Numerous,scientific studies have demonstrated that 

AT reduces the window periods of detection in HIV and.HCV, 

nd the data presented today suggests that that remains true 

or HBV NAT, as well. In fact, recent investigations 

ndicate that genomic NAT, when used on individual donor 

samples, may close the HBV window by 50 percent or 

tpproximately four weeks when compared to currently 

tvailable tests. 

Moreover, the National Heart,. Lung, and Blood 

institute of the NIH has contracted with our partner, Gen- 

?robe, to develop NAT testing assays and automation. 

Zombined, these factors have led to the development of NAT 

as the new world standard in blood screening technology and * 

offer the promise of providing Americans with a blood supply 

that is safer from risk of HIV, HCV, and HBV transmission. 

Chiron is committed to leading the way to 

substantial improvement in blood screening. We are 

currently involved in the development of what we believe 

will be the gold standard in blood testing, a fully 

automated triplex assay that will allow single,blood 
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2 

lonations to be screened for HIV, HCV, and HBV in one 

nucleic acid test. 1 

3 Such a system will offer unprecedented levels of 

4 nsitivity while providing additional economy and utility Sf 

5 ) our customers and their beneficiaries, but this will take 

6 

tc 
I 

tj ime. 

7 Chiron is preparing to supply the country with HBV 

8 Ni riT testing and would seek to do so with an effective and 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

1: 

1E 

l! 

2( 

2: 

2 

2 

2 

2 

Ci alculated implementation plan. In the interim, however, we 

C! an confidently support the continued use of the most 

S ensitive HBsAg assays until such time that minipool or 

i ndividual donor NAT can be fully implemented. 

When the safety of the nation's blood supply is at 

take, we all carry a responsibility to provide not only the 

jest product available, but also the best strategy for its 

ntroduction. 

S 

, lz 

) i 

7 

3 c 

3 I 

3 

1 ( 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Chiron remains committed to the ideals of this 

:ommittee and todyy publicly presents its offer'of 

partnership and cooperation. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the 

committee for your attention. At this time I would be happy 

to answer any questions. 

DR. NELSON: Questions? Thank you. 

The next speaker is Dr. Louis Katz from the 

American Association of Blood Banks. 
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DR. KATZ: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

The AABB is the professional society for over 

3,000 individuals involved in blood banking and transfusion 

nedicine and represents roughly 2,000 institutional members 

ncluding community and Red Cross blood collection centers, 

ospital-based blood banks, and transfusion services as they 

ollect, process, distribute, an,d transfuse blood and 

omponents and hematopoietic stem cells. 

Our members are responsible for virtually all of 1 

he blood collected and more than 80 percent of the blood 

zansfused in this country. For over 50 years, the AABB's 

nighest priority has been to maintain and enhance the safety 

tnd availability of the nation's blood supply. 

AABB is happy to provide its perspective on the 

specific issue related to HBV transmission by blood products 

?nd the broader issue of test selection for the improvement 

If blood safety. 

We have,heard very well derived comparative data 

zhat should allow the committee rational consideration of 

the utility of NAT screening of whole blood-donors for 

Lndow period infection with HBV. AABB will cooperate 

eagerly and in a timely manner with the orderly 

implementation of these technologies when appropriate assays 

are available. 

More generally, we support the application of 
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1 3nsitivity standards across the various donor screening 

2 Latforms being considered for implementation now and in the 

3 Jture. 

4 Test selection should be based on equivalent or 

5 

6 

reater sensitivity, and not the specific 'technology being 

sed. Assuming that an assay for HBsAg can be shown to 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

rovide equivalent detection of potentially infectious 

.onors to a nucleic acid-based test, there is no a priori 

'eason to mandate exclusive use of the latter. Of course, 

.f greater sensitivity and specificity are demonstrated, 

.hese considerations should drive the decision. 

12 

13 

14 

Considerations of specificity, logistics, and 

resolution, among others, should drive the choices'amonq 

equivalently sensitive assays. We believe that the FDA can 

15 ?lay an important facilitating role in adoption of this 

16 philosophy in the international blood community. 

17 With regards to the specific questions posed to 

18 

19 

2c 

21 

r 2L 

21 

24 

2: 

the question, we support lowering the lower release 
'k I 

standard, and have no posi,tion on the question regarding two 

sensitivity standards for different indications. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you. Any questions? 

The next speaker is Dr. Celso Bianco from 

America's Blood Centers. 

DR. BIANCO: Thank you. ABC is an association of 

75 not-for-profit,' community-based blood.centers that 

.77 
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,llect nearly half of the U.S. blood supply from volunteer 

.ood donors. We thank FDA CBER for the opportunity to make 

tblic comments before the Blood Product Advisory Committee. 

We commend FDA, Dr. Busch, Sue Stramer, the assay 

Lt manufacturers, and all the individuals that contributed 

1 the data that is being presented here. 

The comparative approach provides us with the 

cans to assess each assay on its own merits in terms of 

educing the windows of seroconversion for hepatitis B 

nfection and the potential risk that donors in the 

nfectious window represent for the safety of the blood 

UPPlY. 

The data also show the substantial improvement 

hat new technologies bring to the donor screening process. 

BC hopes that manufacturers and FDA will work together to 

.ssist collecting facilities in implementing blood donor 

creening for HBV DNA and for the newer technologies that 

rere presented today. As this process evolves, ABC members P 

request that CBER and the committee take into account some 

important issues. 

The introduction of a new screening test is more 

complex than the measurement of benefits achieved by 

improved sensitivity. We respectfully request that CBER 

work closely with test manufacturers and scientists in the 

field to assess the impact of the introduction of HBV NAT on 
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1 S ample pooling schemes, automation, software, and the 

2 a 

3 

4 

5 

dc 

dc 

6 

7 

.vailability of short-dated products like platelets. 

We also request that these assessments include 

xxor management and reentry algorithms for whole blood 

xxations as opposed to source,plasma in the sense that they 

ecognize the importance of blood donors'and the deleterious 

npact that unwarranted deferrals have on the volunteer 

8 

rF 

ir 

dc zmor base. 

9 We also urge CBER to establish consistent 

10 ensitivity standards, and we see that this is happening, 

11 

12 

13 

14 

or HBsAg, HBV NAT, .and other technologies. We believe that 

his approach is more rational than the one that is taken by 

ome European organizations that rec.ommended screening of 

blasma used for further manufacture by HBV NAT without a 

15 :lear focus on assay sensitivity, pool sizes, or whole blood 

16 tonations. 

17 

S 

f 

t 

S 

F 

C 

e 

1 

1 1 

)I 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Some U.S. derivative manufacturers have initiated 

18 1BV NAT screening under similar research protocols, We t 

15 

2c 

21 

2: 

2: 

2 

2 

>e,lieve that consistent sensitivity standards assure safety 

regardless of technology. We believe that the focus on 

Hhole blood donations and apheresis will guarantee assay 

configurations that ensure the availability of short dated 

products. 

Rapidity and sensitivity are less critical for 

products based on source plasma because the starting 

79 
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tterials are stored frozen and the final products are 

-rally inactivated. 

We understand the difficulties associated with 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

xtsitivity standards because of the not infrequent 

issociation between levels of HBsAg and HBV DNA, and the 

ccurrence of internal deletion variants of HBV. However, 

e believe that these difficulties can be overcome and that 

hese standards will guarantee the introduction of assays 

hat really enhance the safety of the blood.supply. 

10 Regarding the questions to the committee, we have 

11 revised comment that we passed to the committee because it 

12 ust includes the answers the questions. 

13 Should FDA change lot release specifications? Our 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1E 

15 

2c 

21 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

Iembers say yes. We see this as an effective way to improve 

:he donor screening process as technology improves. 

Should FDA set two separate standards, one for 

plasma for further manufacture and a different one for whole 

slood and components? We have a little bit of trouble with 
t 

:hat. We suggest an answer no, because we believe the 

public will not accept less stringent criteria for plasma 

for further manufacture than for whole blood. 

In closing, we want to emphasize the commitment of 

ABC member centers to the introduction of HBV screening by 

NAT in the future. Our recent eyperience with the 

introduction of NAT screening for HCV and HIV shows that 
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1 his can be done. 

2 We are committed to blood safety, but we are also 

3 ommitted to the preservation of the supply of safe 

4 olunteer blood donors to all patients in need, because no 

5 ,lood we believe is a real risk, not a theoretical risk, and 

6 .t threatens patient care. 

7 Thank you. 

8 DR. NELSON: Thank you. Any questions for Dr. 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

1E 

1: 

1E 

l! 

2( 

2' 

2 

2 

2 

2 

ianco? 

The finalspeaker is Dr. Paul Holland from the 

acramento Blood Center. 

DR. HOLLAND: I would like to present some data 

rom Japanwhich are germane to this discussion. You have 

.he one data slide which is shown there both in your hands 

nd it is on'the web. 3 

[Slide.] 

In essence, Japan, as you heard, began testing 

lsing NAT severale years ago. On the-bottom line, compared 

:o the RPHA, which is their hemagglutination test, they 

perform the NAT after screening for this. 

What you see is when they were using pools of 500 

on the bottom line there,, then, they were able to identify 5 

NAT positive units. They subsequently .switched to a 50-pool 

size and their sensitivity is 100 copies per mL, so with a 

50-pool size, any sample would have to have at least 5,000 
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1 :opies 'per mL. 

2 Looking at a little more than half a million 

3 nations, what you see is they picked up 68 NAT positive 

4 lits that were missed by their current licensed test. 

5 I think what is important about this slide is that 

6 7 of the 68 were picked up by a chemiluminescent assay, and 

7 

8 

9 

lrt of fitting with what was said earlier, some of these 

re window period donations, but some are low level viremic- 

arriers. In fact, in their population, the majority were. 

10 hese. 

11' 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

so, the point of this slide is that the newer 

ethodologies can pick up most of the NAT positives when you 

ompare it to a pool of 50. So, I think this emphasizes 

ith real world testing of hundreds of thousands of 

lonations, that pooled NAT is approximately equivalent to 

;ome of the newer unlicensed technologies. 

I7 [Slide. 1 

18 These are the investigators in Japan or at least , 

19 

2c 

27 

2; 

2: 

2‘ 

2: 

IWO of the three that provided these data. 

[Slide.] 

This is the machine, the Prism that' they used to 

?ick up those additional ones. 

[Slide. 1 

This is DrY~Nuchprian from the Thai Red Cross. 

[Slide.] 
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1 This is dated August of '96, and ,you see there, 

2 tey have the Prism in place there to pick up those HBsAg 

3 

4 

5 

jsitives. 

Thank you. 

DR. NELSON: Thank you, Dr. Holland. Any 

6 lestions or comments? 

7 Presumably, the ones that were low level positive 

8 ould currently be core antibody positive. 

9 DR. HOLLAND: Yes. It is interesting, 'they 

10 

11 

ctually use a core test there, but they use it on a titer 

evel, so these escaped. They obviously didn't have high 

12 iter anticore because they escaped that test. They had low 

13 .evels of anticore. 

14 DR. STRAMER: I don't have a comment for Dr. 

15 Iolland, but I think there was one more comment from the Red 

16 Iross that may have got missed in your list for the open 

17 

If 

15 

2c 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2‘ 

2. 

xblic hearing. 

DR. NELSON: You wanted to comment? , 

DR. STRAMER: I don't, but Dr. Rebecca Haley will. 

DR. NELSON: I am sorry. 

DR. HALEY: Mr. Chairman and members of the 

committee, I am pleased to be allowed to discuss the 

American Red Cross position regarding the comparative 

sensitivity of hepatitis B virus screening tests including 

tests for hepatitis B surface antigen and NAT and their 

83 
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in Ipact on the safety of the nation's blood supply. 

I am Rebecca Haley and I am the Chief Medical 

fficer for the American Red Cross. The safety of the blood 

lpply and the patients we serve is the number one priority 

E the'Red Cross. Although transfusions in the,United 

cates are safer today than ever before, the Red Cross is 
\ 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

15 

2c 

23 

2; 

2: 

21 
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ommitted to further improvements in donor screening through 

he use of ever more sensitive tests. 

Currently, blood establishments in the United 

tates screen for HBV by two methods. Hepatitis Bxsurface 

ntigen tests screen for HBV by identifying the presence of 

he HBV coat or antigen as the first detectable marker of 

[BV infection. 

Additionally, blood establishments use the 

lepatitis B core antibody test to detect samples in the 

mti-HBC window period which is the time between the 

disappearance of the detectable hepatitis B surface antigen 

snd the.appearance of anti-HBs, the antibody that confers 
I 

immunity. 

HBV can cause infl,ammation of the liver, making 

some people acutely ill. Most individuals recover 

completely and test negative for HBsAg within four months, 

but a small percentage become chronic carriers. 

Presently, tests licensed by the Food and Drug 

Administration to detect HBV in donors a,re generally not as 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

?nsitive as those that are commercially available in Europe 

ad in Japan, as Dr. Holland showed us. 

The Red Cross has provided data to the FDA that 

emonstrates certain unlicensed tests for HBV screening are, 

5 

6 

7 

n fact, more sensitive than the currently licensed tests. 

hese include next generation HBsAg and NAT. 

Red Cross data indicate that the next 'generation 

8 ,f HBsAg tests may be as sensitive as research-based pooled 

IAT tests, depending on the pool size and the sensitivity of 9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

1E 

15 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

2i 

2! 

:he NAT method used. From a current good.manufacturing 

lerspective, the Red Cross believes that next generation 

1BsAg testing is the preferred method,since pooled NAT, at 

present, is not available for use in the whole blood banking 

environment and the NAT processes introduced under IND lack 

essential process control features to ensure that errors are 

minimized. 

Furthermore, NAT is pres'ently labor intensive and 

lacks automation, resulting in the potential for human ‘ 

errors. The most important issue, however, is that pooled 

NAT will not identify the vast majority of HBsAg negative, 

HBV DNA-positive samples, most of which may have very low 

viral loads. 

Until such time as there is an available NAT 

method with adequate sensitivity that will likely involve 

individual donation testing, the Red Cross is committed to 
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.king steps to improving blood donors for screening for 

IV. Next generation HBsAg testing is such a step. 

The Red Cross and the FDA data presented here 

)day on the use of the next generation HBsAg represent an 

nprovement that would increase detection and shorten the 

3V window period. The American Red Cross calls upon the 

DA.to move expeditiously to license these more sensitive 

esting methods. 

Furthermore, we urge manufacturers to conduct 

dditional research and development on HBV NAT to automate 

his testing. These steps will further enhance the safety 

jf the blood supply for the patients we serve. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide the views 

)f the Red Cross on this important topic and I would be 

sappy to answer any questions you may have. 

DR.,NELSON: Thank you, Dr. Haley. 

Toby? 

DR. SIMON: Dr. Haley, do you have a position from, 

the Red Cross on the two questions to the committee? 

DR‘. HALEY: No. The AABB covered that for us, and 

1 we certainly have contributed to the AABB statement. 

2 DR. SIMON: No position, I believe. 

3 DR. NELSON: Are there any other questions or 

24 comments? 

25 Why don't we take a break. It is now 18 minutes 
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i 11:oo. Why don't we take a break until 11:15 and then we 

-11 reconvene. 

Open Committee Discussion and Recommendations 

DR. NELSON: This session is for open committee 

iscussion and to discuss specifically the data presented in 

elation to the questions asked of the committee by the FDA. 

DR. NELSON: Dr. Biswas, can you ask us our 

uestions? 

DR. BISWAS: Question 1. As tests for HBsAg 

ontinue to increase in sensitivity, should FDA.change the 

ot release specifications for licensed HBsAg tests in 

.egard to lower limits of detection? 

The second question. Inasmuch as products from 

jooled plasma undergo validated viral inactivation/removal 

steps during their manufacture, whereas whole blood and 

components are not subject to such steps, should FDA set two 

separate standards for the lower limits of detectability of 

HBV DNA in individual donations: one standard for plasma 
8 

for further manufacture and a different standard for whole 

blood and components? 

DR, NELSON: Are there comments by the committee 

or questions to Dr. Biswas about the questions? I think the 

questions are fairly clear. Yes. 

DR. BOYLE: Could I just ask how Question No. 1 

would work, or phrased differently, if the FDA changed the 
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1 

t 

C 

.ot release specifications for licensed tests, what would 

:hen happen, they would have to recertify themselves or-- 

DR. NELSON: Presumably, some or maybe many of the 

:urrently licensed tests would not meet the specifications. 

DR. BOYLE: And they would then go off the market. 

DR. NELSON: Presumably, unless-- 

DR. BISWAS: Those lots would not be released. 

DR. NELSON: Unless we voted yes to the second 

uestion in which case they coul,d be used for pooled plasma 

lroducts. I think it is a good question in the sense that 

.here may be other factors that determine whether or not the 

.ests that meet the specifications and are used, are a 

jooled NAT assay, a single unit NAT assay, or a more 

;ensitive surface antigen test, and I think that kind of 

nakes sense to me to question the committee about the 

standard rather than the test because, as has been-pointed 

q 

P 

t 

t 

E 

E 

n 

E 

xlt , there are other things and how quick you can get the 

results and the pooling and the performance, and maybe other 

1 things that relate to which specific test, by which specific 

I I blood collection facility is used. 

so, that is the way I understand the question at 

) the moment. 

DR. KOERPER: What is the present lot 

specification for lower limit of detection, and are we being 

asked to set a new lower limit or just to say that we would 
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ike the FDA to lower it? What is the present one? 

DR. NELSON: We are not setting a unit today, but 

think philosophically, saying as the tests show good 

erformance, et cetera, that they should be. 

DR. BISWAS: Yes, that is right, Dr. Nelson. The 

urrent sort of set limit is that they have to detect I 

anogram per mL. 

DR. NELSON: So, the limit from some of the data 

hat was presented could be a log or approximately a log 

.ower depending on what the performance was. 

DR. BISWAS: Well, if one went to 0.1 nanogram, 

:hat could introduce a very difficult situation, of course. 

: mean what we are going to do, in fact, is pour over the 

lata. I mean this was very much an interim analysis because 

qe haven't used all the HBsAg tests, all the procedures that 

are available, and one would also have to take into account 

the impact that a lower limit would have. 

DR. EPSTEIN: I just wanted to clarify why we are 5 

asking this question. .What we are really saying is, is the 

committee sufficiently impressed by the apparent advancement 

in technology, such that it would warrant a new era where 

companies whose products could not pass a revised panel 

would have to reengineer their products or not sell them. 

What you have seen is that with these limited 

numbers of samples tested and limited replicates, but a 
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1 xies of data from different sources, that there'ake some 

2 

3 

4 

;says in the pipeline that would appear to have 5-fold or 

l-fold improvement in sensitivity. 

so, we are asking is that enough to warrant 

5 hanging the era of what FDA will accept. 

6 DR. NELSON: All right. There was impressive data 

7 

8 

9 

10 

n improved sensitivity both by NAT and surface antigen. 

DR. KOERPER: How does I nanogram per mL equate to 

iral particles per mL? 

DR. BISWAS: I just don't have it at the top of my 

11 

12 

Lead, unfortunately. 

DR. NELSON: The other issue, too, is that Dr. 

13 lusch showed us that during the ramp-up in seroconversion 

14 

15 

16 

17 

chase, there was a pretty parallel after the adjustment 

letween the DNA and the surface antigen, but I think that 

nay not be the case 'at different times in the natural 

listory of the infection. 

18 

19 

2c 

21 

2; 

2: 

24 

2E 

Cbvious,ly, with core being licensed that maybe it 

isn't as much an issue, but if later the consideration was 

to drop the core testing, then, there might be a 

reconsideration. We may have to see what would be 

appropriate at that stage, but that is not really the 

question right now with the current situation, it is just 

should we change the standard given the data presented. 

DR. SCHMIDT: Could we translate this question 
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i 

k 

.nto sort of a summary of what we saw, how many cases of 

lepatitis prevented by going to the 0.5, for example? 

s: 

t: 

m 

n 

S 

DR. BISWAS: Well, what I had said in the last 

lide was that if one moved to more sensitive HBsAg tests, 

he yield would be 15 to 21 per 10,000 donations--lo 

illion, I am sorry, 10 million, 15 to 21 if we went to the 

ewer HBsAg tests, you know, the newer HBsAg tests being 

ort of in the ballpark of 0.2 to 0.1. 

DR. NELSON: On the other hand, I still think the 

.dvantage is that it does provide a better margin of safety, 

nd we have certainly had changes in the demographics of the 

copulation, such‘that we can't assure that the risks in the 

ionor population 10 years from now will be the same as it is 

low, so if all is equal, a more sensitive and equally 

specific test I think would certainly be an advantage, at 

Least that is the way I read it. 

1 

1 : 

) 

! 

3 

i 

I think that acute hepatitis B infection from a 

blood transfusion, whereas, you know, it may sometimes be 

benign, it isn't always. ' In a hospital that I worked at 15 

years ago, a laboratory worker acquired acute hepatitis B 

from a blood sample. She worked in the biochemistry 

department. She got acute hepatitis and died. 

You know, this can happen, and I think it is a 

potentially serious and very preventable infection both with 

screening and with vaccine. I don;t see a down side to 
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:hanging the lidensure standard toward a more sensitive 

issay a.t this point since it is feasible. 

DR. BOYLE: Just one observation I would like,to 

ake from the data, and that is, I think it was a very 

mpressive presentation, I thought it was a good study that 

as presented, but when we are looking at differences 

between products where in one particular case there is a 

rindow period difference of 12 days, but it is not 

;ignificant because of small sample size and variability, 

ret, YOU have got another one where the window period 

Cfference is two days and it is significant because of 

lifferent levels of variability, then, I certainly hope we 

nave big enough samples to be able.to make determinations of 

real differences between products. 

so, I am very glad we are not making the decision 

If what the level is, and I certainly hope that caution is 

exercised with changing those levels, but I think the data 

presented certainly indicates that we are moving in a 1 

different direction. 

DR. NELSON: Presumably, in developing the 
i' 

standard since the FDA would have to look at the data, the 

feasibility, the products, et cetera, and the standard would 

be in nanograms for surface antigen and be in genome 

equivalence for a NAT assay, and that those two, if .it is 

optional, one or the other, that they would be equivalent, 
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14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

DR. SIMON: I, too, am impressed by the data, and 

think that what I am understanding is from the comments 

hat have been made from the FDA, and from the presenters, 

s that as we move along and some of these new assays become 

icensed, the FDA could then institute these new lot release 

pecifications, and they are asking the committee then, when 

his occurs, and some of the older tests are not approved, 

.s that acceptable, and I think most of us appear to be 

reighing in on the side of saying yes, that we do see this 

ts a sea change or a generational change, or whatever 

:erminology one wants to use, it would justify changing the 

-ot release specification as new assays became licensed and 

available. 

DR. NELSON: I guess the other point that should 

3e made, too, is that although the numbers aren;t large, if 

y'ou compare the estimate of how many hepatitis B 

transmissions there are with how many HIV and hepatitis C, 

the numbers for B are larger even though the.consequences 

may be different in the quality life years and all that kind 

of thing, nonetheless,, the numbers are larger, and given the 

larger numbers, there can be a case like the one that I saw 

when I was in Chicago, that can have very adverse 

consequences. 
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1 

2 

is always a hazard, but this is a serious infection 

ir respective of--and it is worth preventing for sure. 

3 DR. KOFF: I would love to see some more data that 

4 WC x&d support or possibly refute the notion that was raised 

5 I think earlier about what do we know about the infectivity 

6 01 E samples obtained in this very early phase. 

7 I don't think we have a whole lot of information. 

8 WI e have some anecdotal information, I think mainly, but this 

9 

10 

11 

i s something that clearly could be studied with great 

d ifficulty, obviously, in chimpanzees because of the cost 

a .nd limited availability, but we are calculating the number 

12 If infections averted assuming 100 percent infection rate; ‘C 

13 a tnd that may be correct, but I am not sure that that really 

14 i .s the right number. 

15 DR. SIMON: Could I just address this question to 

16 

li 

1E 

, I 1r. Koff, is that more germane to the issue of whether you 

7 add NAT rather than the sensitivity of the antigen test? i 

3 DR. KOFF: It may well be, I am not sure. In I 

3 1 other words, if your antigen test sensitivity goes down 

-I 

1' 

2c dramatically, how many of those specimens, in fact, will be 

21 

22 

HBV DNA positive, and are they truly infectious? I don't 

think I know that information. 

23 DR. NELSON: There are data both from REDDS and 

24 from the FACTS study, and so on, that transmission of 

25 hepatitis B from current surface antigen negative units. 
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21 

igain, in both, that was a higher rate than hepatitis C or 

IIV using the current screening test. 

That doesn't tell us about the pre-ramp-up phase, 

It I mean I think we have to assume 'given a unit of blood, 

lw, given a product that has been through a plasma pooling 

r something like that, it may be different, but I would say 

iven a unit of blood, I would suspect that any one in the 

re-seroconversion or the ramp-up or pre-ramp-up, we would 

ave to assume that there is a pretty good chance it's 

nfectious. That would be my conclusion. 

Do you agree, Mike? 

DR. BUSCH: Yes, and it is complex and there is 

ot a ton of data, but certainly there have been extensive, 

fell, historical titration studies where either again, front 

nd sort of acute ,HBV viremic samples or chronic carrier 

samples have been titered out, and those titration serially 

zranfused into chimps, and those data support a relationship 

If about 10 genome equivalents per infectious unit. $ 

Now, the numbers we are talking about are being 

expressed as genome equivalents per mL, and the question is 

slrhether, you know, the concentration is critical or the 
c 

absolute number of viral particles that are transfused. 

In talking to Fred Prince about this, his 

assessment is that it is the absolute number, that the liver 

is an incredible filter, it will concentrate the virus no 
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25 

tter what volume it is diluted in, so in his assessment, 

few as 10 genome equivalents in a transfusion is probably 

.ough to transmit. 

The typical unit of blood, you know, red cell or 

.atelet component, will have 20 to 50 mL's of plasma, so 

robably there is infectivity even below the limit of NAT 

:tection, and there is some suggestive data from one study 

Torn the Netherlands where they detected a HBV 

2roconverter, and they had samples back. They documented 

le transmission from a prior donation about a month or two 

arlier that was completely negative by HBV NAT assays. 

Also, all the modeling that we are doing for yield 

n the individual donation phase that would be misse\d by 

inipool are only focused on the ramp-up component of that, 

o we haven't factored/in what might be additional yield due 

o this smoldering viremia that will be intermittently 

letected stochastically by NAT. 

On the ,front end, I think that those are the 

.ssues. In terms of anticore, there you often have either 

-ow levels or absent surface antigen, and you can have HBV 

>NA present in those samples. Some limited data again from 

Fred Prince in the chimps shows that those do not transmit. 

You have got so much complexed antibody that, in fact, the 

infectivity in that side of the HBV infection phase probably 

is much lower than reflected by the DNA copy. 
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DR. NELSON: I recall also that Jules Dienstag 

Sported some years ago from hospital workers with needle 

:icks of surface,antigen carriers. Now, this wasn't NAT, 

At some of the them were actually vaccinated. They got a 

lrface antibody response, no core, no evidence of active 

nfection. But I think that probably doesn't apply to the 

amp-up stage where there is no neutralizing antibody and 

hat kind of thing, so that in the various stages, the tests 

ay behave differently. 

Is the committee interested in voting on the first 

uestion or do you want to discuss it some more? Okay. 

Do you want to,read it again? 

DR. BISWAS: As tests for HBsAg continue to 

ncrease in sensitivity, should FDA change the lot release 

specifications for licensed HBsAg tests in regard to'lower 

Limits of detection? 

DR. NELSON: How many voting members would vote 

"yes I1 to that question? , 

[Show of hands.1 

DR. NELSON: "No" votes? 

[No response.] 

DR. NELSON: Abstentions? 

[No response.] 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

.5 

6 DR. NELSON: Thank you. 

7 Let's move to the second question. Do you want to 

8 .ead it? 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

DR. BISWAS: Inasmuch as products from pooled 

jlasma undergo validated viral inactivation/removal steps 

iuring their manufacture, whereas whole blood and components 

xe not subject to such steps, should FDA set two separate 

standards for the lower limits of detectability of HBV DNA 

in individual donations: one standard for plasma for 

Eurt.her manufacture and a different standard for whole blood 

and components? 

14 

15 

16 

17 

' 18 

1: 

2( 

2: 

2: 

2: 

21 

2! 

98 

It abstentions, and the voting strength of 14. 

DR. NELSON: Also, the consumer and industry 

epresentatives? 

MS. KNOWLES: Yes. 

DR. SIMON: Yes. 

DR. NELSON: I think perhaps we need to discuss 

this question a little bit before we vote. It may be not as 
1 

straightforward. 

DR. SIMON: I have tried to get the thinking of 

industry in a position that I can state to the committee, 

and it is a ~little bit ,divided or inconclusive, but I think, 

on the whole, I would support the question and urge the 

committee to support the question. 

I think there is enough scientific information and 
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10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

bractical clinical information about the infectivity of the 

~0 different types of treatment, that is, the whole blood 

id the components versus the fractionated derivative.s, to 

ndicate that it is justified to have two separate 

tandards, and one does need to lower the limit of 

etectability of HBV DNA for plasma for further manufacture 

iven the way that product is treated and the viral 

nactivation removal steps. 

so, I think it is logical to have two separate 

standards in this case. . 

/ 
DR. NELSON: Marion. 

DR. KOERPER: On the other hand, there have been 

nany examples of slip-ups during the manufacturing process, 

2nd there have been transmissions of viruses that 

15 theoretically should have been destroyed by the heating,;the 

16 
"P 

lvent detergent, and the filtration. 

so, I would argue that the recipients of these 

components deserve at least a safe a supply of blood as the I 

recipients of whole blood and that we should set equivalent 

standards for both types of products. 

DR. BOYLE: I would like to echo those comments. 

Two pieces of information. One thing we heard today was 

that the incidence, if I heard it correctly, of HBV in 

plasma donors was four times as common as in whole blood 

donors, which would lead us to worry somewhat about the 
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100 

1 

2 

3 

)nors themselves, and the second thing that we usually 

iscuss at these meetings is good manufacturing practices 

Id failure of good manufacturing practices and why we 

4 

5 

6 

7 

annot rely on the treatment alone to make it safe. 

so, .I would certainly be wary of establishing 

ifferent standards for the two products. 

DR. NELSON: Mark. 

8 DR. MITCHELL: I believe that the,re should be two 

9 eparate standards because, for example, I am very concerned 

10 

11 

12 

13 

.bout children with sickle cell that may receive four units 

If blood every month or every two months from the time they 

ire babies through their adult life, and they are being 

exposed to a lot of whole.blood, and the whole blood does 

14 lot have the protections that the manufactured cells do, and 

15 : think that it is important that we try to equalize the 

16 protection of the blood and therefore, if we equalize the 

17 protection, it may call for increased protection on whole 

18 

19 

.2c 

23 

2; 

22 

24 

2E 

olood and product,s,that do not have viral inactivation, so I 

think that we could very easily justify that. 

DR. NELSON: So, you are arguing for there being 

two setsof standards? 

DR. MITCHELL: That is correct. 

DR. NELSON: Ed. 

DR. TABOR: Not to detract from the importance of 

GMPs and our prior discussions, but I would just like to 
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